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99“Run on over to Ben’s 
We’ve got something 
special for you!
OCTOBER 
11-12 Montage 
13-14 One Last Swing 
15-17 Dr. Hicklick’s Cucumber 
Band
ELBOW 4 
BEACH * 
HOTEL 
BERMUDA
18-19 Cumberland Line 
20-22 Peter Galway Revue 
23-24 Bliss
25-26 King B’s 
27-28 Dow & West Band 
29-31 Glyder
3-5
6-7
8-9
NOVEMBER
1-2 Scott Folsom Band
Rollins, Tyoe, & Hobson 
As Is
The Outpatients
Bend a  min; s
Only $366 from Boston this year.
« Come to Bermuda for the 10K on
January 30 or the Marathon on the 
31st. Write to: Maine Running
PO Box 259 
E. Holden, Me. 
04429
for an application and further 
details. Join me in the warm 
sun!
123 FRANKLIN STREET. BANGOR. MAINE 04401
P.O. BOX 259, East Holden, Maine 04429 Telephone: 843-6262
The first Autumn Gold 20K Road Race 
marked the beginning of a commitment 
on the part of Eastern Maine Race 
Directors to make our region a Mecca 
of running in Northern New England. 
Since Robin Emery, Billy Griffin, 
myself and a host of others made 
that commitment last fall, the 
Downeast region has come of age with 
such efforts as the 3rd Annual Great 
Cranberry Island Road Race, The Greater 
Bangor 4th of July 3K Road Race, and 
the Paul Bunyan Marathon, called the 
"best marathon in Maine" by the likes 
of Rock Green.
Come see the maturation process reach 
it’s climax in the Benjamin’s 10,000 Meter 
Road Race. And, by the way we will be 
giving out custom made Benjamin’s 10K 
stocking caps instead of the T-shirts 
advertised. Ideal for winter training.
Eastern Maine road racing is coming of 
age and I hope the Maine Masters are 
watching when they give out their award 
for Outstanding Contribution to Maine 
Running. People like Conrad Walton,
Greg Nelson, Bob Jolicoeur, Larry Allen, 
and Gene Roy are overlooked too often 
by the gentlemen of Portland.
In two short years the runners of 
the area, Larry Allen in particular, 
have made this change. Larry and the 
rest of the Downeast Striders have 
tamed the savage Bangor Labor Day trial. 
Remember when just a few short years 
ago no one under the age of 16 was 
allowed to run in the 2 p.m. heat.
Water stops were for sissy’s and ask 
Robin Emery how long women have been 
allowed to run.
Dennis Jenkins is committed to make 
the 5th Annual Bar Harbor 13 Miler into 
a truly "big" event. I can assure you 
that this edition of Autumn Gold will 
be better than last year’s super ef-
fort. Steve Coffin and Jan Griffin 
will be bending over backwards in an 
effort to make it an ideal event "for 
the runners".
And watch out for what Larry Allen 
will be doing for you at Benjamin’s. 
We’re reporting the splits of the 
leaders to the finish line area for 
broadcast, there will be on-course 
security like you’ve never seen be-
fore, we have a digital clock coming 
from Halifax, the course is certified 
and Bruce Bickford will be shooting 
for a sub-29 minute effort. Joan 
was in a super mood when I called 
the other night and is psyched to 
come run hard and have fun.
CALENDAR
Gaddabout Gaddis to Casco Bay a full 
month of racing is in store.
St . Joe 's Cross - Country  4
A St. Joseph’s College news release on 
new coach Ziggy Gillespie and his super 
young team.
Running  on ... 5-6
Skip speaks of "safe" things.
FOX RACE UPDATE 6"7
Ed Rice keeps us up on the Terry Fox 
memorial runs.
MAINE LINE 7~9
Larry’s new column has prompted made 
favorable comments.
BIKING TO OLYMPUS 10"U
John and Joe are still biking through 
Greece.
Maine Running, PO Box 259, E. 
04429 Telephone 843-6262
Holden, Me.
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GADDABOUT GADDIS FLY-IN 10k * 10 a.m. at the Bingham airport
Rt. 201. $3 entry. T-shirts to first 15 male and female. Malloy’s
Garage.
2nd  ANNUAL AUTUMN GOLD STATE CHAMPIONSHIP 20k , Individual and 
team state championship event. Contact: Bob Booker 843-6262
JAYCEES FOLIAGE FOOTRACE, University of Maine, Augusta. 5 mile
course. $4.00. All profits donated to American Cancer Society. 
Contact: A1 Godfrey, 38 Middle St., Augusta, Me. 04330 or phone 
622-7734 in the evening,
SECOND ANNUAL LISBON FUN RUN. See flyer in September issue.
3rd  ANNUAL BLUE OX CO-OP 5 MILE ROAD RACE. 10 a.m. at the Blue 
Ox Co-Op on the Bomarc Road in Bangor. John Frachella 884-7467 
QUAKER HILL CHALLENGE 10k CROSS-COUNTRY/ROAD RACE, See flyer.
TAC U.S, NATIONAL 25 KM, SENIOR MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP AND OPEN EVENT.
10 a.m. at Eisenhower Park, East Meadow, N.Y. Write: NCRRC, P.O. 
Box 1046, Port Washington, N.Y. 11050 or phone 516-349-9205
THIRD ANNUAL FALL FOLIAGE FOOT RACE, Contact Harbor House, Inc. 
in Southwest Harbor. Marty Lyons 244-3713.
LINCOLN FALL CLASSIC, See flyer in September issue.
6TH ANNUAL COLUMBUS DAY ROAD RACE. H:30 at the KofC Hall, 408
Broadway, South Portland. One mile race for 12 and under; three 
mile race for junior and senior high school runners and a six mile 
open event. Free! Contact: Roger Legere 89 Wildrose Ave., S. 
Portland, Maine 04106 or call 799-7928. Bill Hogan 799-8781.
3rd  ANNUAL ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL FALL RUN, See flyer.
CASCO BAY MARATHON, 8:30 at the Portland Expo. $4.00, in-
cludes T-shirt. Contact: Casco Bay Marathon, PO Box 3172, 
Portland, Me. 04104. Call Charlie Porter in the eveing at 839- 
3258. Limited to 1st 1000 entrants.
EAGLE RUN. Maine Maritime Academy in Castine. 8km course.
Contact: John Grant at 326-4311 extension 356 or at the NROTC 
unit, Maine Maritime Academy, Castine, Me. 04421. 10 a.m. start.
RUN FOR PEACE, SRI CHINMOY 3,6 MILE RUN. See flyer.
THE GREAT PUMPKIN RACE. 11:00 a.m. at the Wormwood’s Restaurant,
Camp Ellis, Saco, Me. 10k course. Pewter mugs to winners. 1st 
certified 10k course in the state. Anyone breaking Bob Hodges 
(29:11) or Joan Benoit’s (33:41) record will receive a T.V. set. 
Contact: Bob Provost, PO Box 726, Saco, Me. 04072 - 284-8401
BerMAroitr &
123 FRANKLIN STREET, BANGOR, MAINE 04401
NOVEMBER PREVIEW
1 BENJAMIN'S 10>000 METER ROAD RACE, Best field of Maine runners this 
year. Come see Bickford, Palmer, Flanders and Benoit. See flyer.
I RUN FOR YOUR LIFE lOK. Manchester Bob Cumler 622-9854.
8 WISCASSET 0.5 MILE VETERANS' DAY ROAD RACE. See flyer.
II 2nd  annual  veterans ' day  road  races . Half marathon and 5K runs.
See flyer.
15 3rd  annual  rowdy  ultra  50 mile  race . 7:30 a.m. in Brunswick on a
4.02 fairly flat looped course. $4.00 until 7 November and $5.00 
after that. Course records: Rock Green 5:55:07 and Diane Fournier 
7:23:39. 21 out of 29 starters finished last year. Contact Sam
Butcher, Box 445, S. Harpswell, Me. 04079.
15 LOST VAI I FY 15K. w- Auburn. Bill Sayres 783-3954
22 CAPE ELIZABETH TURKEY TROT. Maine Runner of the Year awards and
Outstanding Contribution plaque. Contact Maine Masters TC.
26 FIRST CONSUMERS' THIRD ANNUAL GASPING GOBBLER 10k ROAD RACE. Socks 
this year! See flyer.
r
CD
Sporting Goods for All Seasons
Good Sports
3 Pleasant St BrunswickI
Bt. Hof ’s X-tEountry
The wood trails behind St. Joseph’s 
College in North Windham will soon be 
well worn. Newly appointed cross-
country coach, Brian "Ziggy” Gillespie 
has a talented team preparing for the 
upcoming hill and dale season. Gil-
lespie replaces Joe Loughlin, who has 
entered the law inforcement field.
"Ziggy" is one of the state’s most 
well known athletes. While at Cape 
Elizabeth High and the University of 
Maine Portland-Gorham, he was a four 
year varsity performer in cross-country 
and baseball. While in the navy from 
1966-70 he was on the special services 
track team. During two of those years 
he was the 5th Naval District cross-
country champion. At UMPG he was 
cross-country MVP his junior and senior 
year. During his senior year he fin-
ished 3rd in the N.A.l.A. District 32 
cross-country championships. He is 
also founder, organizer, and current 
president of the 187 member Maine 
Track Club. "Ziggy" also plays semi- 
pro baseball in the fast Portland Twi-
light League.
Leading the freshman is Chris Holt, 
Ellsworth High. Chris finished 4th in 
the 1979 state B X-C finals. A very 
strong runner, Chris has adjusted to 
the college distance easily.
Fergus Kenny, from Bangor High, will 
be a strong factor in our success this 
fall. Recruited by many top schools, 
Fergus was 10th last fall in the state 
A X-C finals, as well as being the 5th 
fastest miler in the state track finals.
Keith Poulin is also a former Ellsworth 
High standout. He finished 2nd in the 
1977 state B X-C finals, as well as 
finishing 6th in the New England mile 
finals.
Jim Howard, from Cheverus High School, 
will also play a big role in our success. 
Jim Was 4th man on the Stags powerful 
state championship team last fall. He 
finished 14th in the state A X-C finals.
Pat Maguire, also of Ellsworth High, is 
the "sleeper" of the frosh talent. Last 
fall he was 4th man on their state class 
B runnerup team, with only 2 years of 
running background. I look for Pat to 
break the top five and improve greatly.
Add’s Gillespie, "Coach Loughlin has 
done a great job developing a program 
here. 1 look forward to expanding the 
sport here and make St. Joe’s a power 
in N.A.l.A. cross-country. In terms 
of incoming freshmen, we have done as 
well as most major running schools.
1 want the kids to enjoy and learn the 
sport, as well as improve. My train-
ing schedule is based on the University 
of Oregon system, hard-easy days. The 
season is to short to expect to train 
hard all week and race as well. We 
want to peak for certain meets, such 
as the USM Invitational and N.A.l.A.
We film all our meets and have a very 
unique team award system."
The team is led by junior co-captains 
Rick Riepl and John Connolly. Both are 
strong physical runners who will improve 
greatly. Also returning is soph John 
Howe, defending N.A.l.A. X-C champion. 
John is a very smart and talented run-
ner. I look for him to have a great
season.
"With this talent, and 100Z support 
from the school, that force in N.A.l.A. 
cross-country may be this fall. ”
Cross  country  at  St , Joseph 's
(Check the Pack for race results)
Running  on ....
by Skip Howard
I pondered writing my first article 
on Sex and the Singular Runner this 
time around, but when informed by the 
erstwhile editor of this rag that "it 
had better be long because it may well 
be edited down to one paragraph", 
thereby lending credence to his 
questionable assertion that this is 
a "family show", I have decided to 
temporarily shelve that juicy topic 
(discretion being the better part 
of... and I know damn well which side 
my bread may some day be buttered on 
if I can only hold on to this guy’s 
coattails and remain open to the 
slightest sneaky opportunistic sit-
uation when this cretin goes big- 
time in the running/publishing field) 
in favor of the more wholesome Running 
and Children. Nonetheless, I do know 
that the Good Barrister Talbot has 
been urged to his own brand of fic-
tionalized Gonzo Journalism by this 
very pleader-for-antiseptic-subj ect- 
matter-and-content. Well, it may be 
that the publisher can decide on his 
own version of what is outrageous and 
sensationalized, but I feel as qual-
ified as the next degenerate, par-
ticularly the undercover one who 
haunts this periodical, under the 
quise of a good guy. But more of 
that anon...
Now, I happen to know a lot of 
children. I even have some of my 
very own. Not only that, I think 
they’re some of the finest people 
I’ve ever met, though I wouldn’t 
want my sister to marry one. And 
I consider myself in the mainstream 
of human emotion where children are 
concerned: it’s a heartless scoundrel
who doesn’t love a child. If that is 
so, why is it (I asked myself recent-
ly at a race For Kids Under Twelve Only) 
that so little effort is put into 
organizing and developing the running 
talents of the young ones?
Is it because adults have all they 
can do to get their own running done, 
let alone their children’s, so it’s 
left to the schools and coaches?
Is it because of the fear of developing 
the Little League Syndrome, where parents 
exorcise and exercise their own egos through 
the accomplishments of their offspring?
Or is it because there is less emphasis 
on running, cross-country and track than 
on the larger team sports of baseball, 
football, basketball, etc...
Yes, it is true it’s difficult to make 
running a family thing, what with varied 
schedules and all, but with a little effort, 
a couple mornings a week, (and that’s 
usually as much as you can hope for) and 
we’d all be better off. As for schools 
and coaches, there are no more dedicated 
people than the Bill Lopotros, Steve Coffins, 
Howie Richards, Dick Balentines, Anne Nortons, 
Bob Bookers and Larry Allens and other fine, 
hard-working men and women who coach and 
organize and participate in road racing and 
team running, and reach the ones who are not 
fast or competitive or just need a dose of 
good healthy exercise, but they can’t do it 
all.
As for overbearing parents, we’ll always 
have them; they seem to spring unnourished 
from our midst like the mushroom you swear 
is non-poisonous, but an expert tells you 
its very resemblance to a normal and harm-, 
less one has the deadening effect of sick-
ening everything within earshot. No, hardly 
a reason there; they maim but they don’t kill 
the spirit.
Yes, there is less emphasis on running 
in the schools and in the community, but 
it’s not like it used to be; there’s a 
growing resurgence here. Nevertheless, 
the nature of running does not necessarily 
exclude it from the "glamour" accent. It’s 
all a matter of what you consider important.
And that, I suspect, is the crux and the 
crunch of it. It would be too simplistic 
to say that if children wanted to run, they 
would. Children do run, wonderfully un-
disciplined and naturally. And it would 
be too simplistic to say that that’s the 
way it should be: unstructured, without 
training and competition. Because children 
have their innate sense of order, and desire 
to pit themselves against a clock or another 
person. It’s inherent in some of us to do 
that; and it’s not a failing, or a charac-
teristic to be stifled and shunned. Let it 
grow.
No, finally , it’s because they 
are only now finding examples to 
follow. When the hero in the news-
paper becomes the man or woman down 
the street, or out on the field, 
then will there be development of 
that most quintessential of physical 
talents: running.
WHAT PLEA
0, let me have my seconds
my hidden places
they are part of me
and i need them.
like my run
my running
my self
be kind
and give me the space
to pursue the fleet image
that is me.
share
my time alone
crowded with
thoughts and friends
hard, hot breaths
and love.
9ox Bun
by Ed Rice
Open Letter to the Running Clubs of Maine
You’re beautiful!
I’d hoped that collectively we could 
all pull together, one time, and make 
a significant contribution...and we’re 
on the road to doing just that with the 
Terry Fox Memorial Runs, now set for 
the weekend of May 1-2, 1982 in Port-
land, Bangor, and Caribou.
Originally there were to be runs in 
Portland and Bangor only...that was 
before Conrad Walton corrected a lit-
tle problem I was having with geography! 
Yes, Conrad, I’m now very aware that 
Bangor is not "north" and I can’t begin 
to thank you and the Aroostook County 
runners enough for truly giving us a 
statewide event!
To date I have spoken to four groups — 
the Good Sports Club of Brunswick, the 
Maine Track Club of Portland, the Mara-
thon Sports Running Club of Biddeford - 
Saco and the Aroostook Musterds — and 
presented the 30 minute documentary film 
on the courageous, one-legged runner Terry 
Fox. By the time this reaches your hands 
I will have also spoken to the Androscoggin 
Harriers.
Additionally I have spoken to several 
members of the Maine Rowdies and the Cen-
tral Maine Striders, the Maine Road Ramb-
lers, and the Downeast Striders and they, 
too, have enthusiastically embrased the 
project. Shortly we’ll be ready to sit 
down for regional meetings to give struc-
ture to the runs and implement the proper 
planning and actions that will insure a 
safe and joyous event.
I am oh-so-close to announcing a state-
wide-sponsor for the runs, a very large 
corporation which actively supports 
charitable ventures and has distributorships 
in each of the three planned sites. The 
firm says it’s nearly "80 percent" certain., 
they just need to check with the national 
office, etc.
Press conferences in Bangor (Sept.9) 
and Portland (Sept. 10) went exceptionally 
well, with nice coverage of the announce-
ment on all three television channels in 
Southern Maine plus a lovely account by 
the runner’s best friend in the newspapers - 
Vern Putney of the Gannett papers; in 
northern Maine Channels 5 & 7 also pro-
vided good coverage and a short piece 
appeared in the Bangor Daily News. MPBN- 
Radio also gave us a good plug.
Channel 7 will be showing the Terry Fox 
documentary film and speaking to me about 
details on the race on its public service 
show "Viewpoint". This will appear in two 
slots — on a Sunday at 11 a.m. and on a 
prime time week day evening, 7 to 8 p.m.
Also, you can see the film on WCBB,
Channel 10 on Thrusday, October 8 at 9 
p.m.
Runners from all over the state have 
been great in asking what they can do... 
the answer is simple, talk this idea up 
and then come run. There have been many, 
many tributes paid to Terry Fox since his
death on June 28. But, runners of Maine,
I think we have the best idea: continue 
his dream...which was to run and to raise 
money for the Cancer Society. We’re 
creating a living memorial to a young 
man who most definitely deserves to be 
remembered.
Several of you have remarked how nice 
the idea of having the running clubs all 
working on one project is...and now it’s 
happening, and you’re all making it 
happen! Thank you.
For any of you who aren’t with running 
clubs and would like to help please 
contact me, Ed Rice, at 173 West Broadway, 
Bangor, Maine 04401 or call 989-6422 
(days) or 942-4170 (evenings).
THE MAINE LINE
by Larry Allen
A column devoted to keeping track of 
those Maine runners who venture to various 
races around the U.S. and World
The quality of performances as well 
as the variety of locations are the 
highlights this month. Some Maine 
runners have raced the BEST..and won. 
Some others have raced themselves and 
set PR’s. They have all been to inter-
esting races.
grad led those with Maine connections, 
as he ran 34:09, good for 34th place.
Hank Pfeifle was 44th in 34:48.
Paul and Hank are scheduled to compete 
in the Kingfield 10K on September 26.
Rock Green of Brunswick finished in 
37:01. He is attending Boston Univer-
sity this fall.
Ottawa Aug 23 Avon Marathon
Joan Benoit was 2nd in 2:37:34. 
Nancy Conz of Mass, won in 2:36:45. 
It was a good day for U.S. runners 
as the top 6 in this international 
event were all Americans - and all 
were under 2:40.
Salem, MA Aug 18 Pickering Wharf 10K
Bruce Bickford continued his excellent 
running with his 4th sub 29 minute 10K 
this year. His winning time of 28:58 
gave him a 27 second margin of victory 
over New Zealand Olympian, Kevin Ryan. 
Ken Flanders of Portland was 4th with 
an excellent 30:30. The only other 
Maine performances available were Dan 
Paul, Greely H.S. coach, 31:48 and 
Dan Buck, UMaine, 32:20.
Falmouth, MA Aug 16 Falmouth Road Race Boston Aug 22 New Balance/Channel 2
A rainy, humid day was just fine for 
the Maine contingent among the 4,300 
runners in this demanding 7.1 mile race 
from Woods Hole to Falmouth.
Joan Benoit (38:10) won her 4th title 
in this highly competitive race, she 
defeated Judi St. Hilaire (38:25) and 
Jan Yerkes (39:06).
Joan and Jan are already confirmed 
entries for the Benjamin’s 10K in 
Bangor November 1, Judi is tentative 
at press time.
Paul Oparowski, a Bates College
Only 4 days after his last 28 minute 
10K, Bruce Bickford ran another, this 
one in 28:46! He defeated George 
Malley, and Greg Meyer. Bruce is also 
now a confirmed entry in the Benjamin’s 
10K in Bangor on November 1. There 
is a possibility that the 29 minute 
10K barrier may fall for the first 
time in Maine on a fast course, which 
is also the first TAC certified 10k 
in Maine.
Natick, MA Aug 23 Middlesex Striders 
Puma 10k
One day later and about 10 miles west 
of Boston another Maine runner won a 10K. 
This time Kurt Lauenstein won in 30:52, 
beating a field of 250 by 40 seconds.
Lake Champlain Aug 1981 Green Mountain 
Island Marathon
Gil Roderick of Bangor ran in what 
must be one of the most unique locations 
for any marathon. It is held on an 
island in Lake Champlain which borders 
NY and VT. Gil ran 3:20, slightly off 
his 3:17 PR.
Winn, NH Aug 29 NE 15K Championship
Patti Catalano set a course record 
of 1:14 on this hilly course last year. 
Joan Benoit is the American record 
holder at the distance, and she came 
to run hard! Patti decided not to run 
at the last minute, and Joan went on to 
shatter the course record in 1:12:50.
Dan Vogt of Bethel ran well in 1:10:25 
In case you haven’t heard, Herb Lind-
sey won in 1:01:40 (4:39 per mile) an 
American record. He passed 20K in 
58:37, also an American record. The 
top 20 all broke 1:10!!!
Old News Department
Holliston, MA July 27 Nike 5.2 Mile
Andy Palmer was "only" 4th in a sub 
par (for him) 47:00. He was slightly 
"fried" from 160 miles per week over 
the past month or so as he prepares for 
fall. Andy will also be at the Benjam-
in’s 10K on November 1.
Bruce Bickford won his 3rd consec-
utive title by running 24:35. His 
brother, Stan, a high school senior 
at Lawrence High won the high school 
division in 26:50. The "other" Bick-
ford, Pat is now running for the U.S. 
Navy.
Montreal Sept 13 Montreal Marathon Duluth, MN June 20 Grandma’s Marathon
Herm Pelletier, another one of the 
amazing masters runners from Aroostook 
County has run well all year. He has 
done a 33 minute 10K, a 1:15 half-
marathon and now a 2:44 marathon.
Mary Ann Shick of Farmington ran 
a 32 minute PR by jumping from 4:01 
to 3:29 in just her second marathon.
Ben Milster also from Farmington, 
ran a PR of 3:30. This was also his 
second marathon.
Mark Violette of Bangor was mis- 
seeded. He was looking for a 2:55. 
After battling the field of 10,000 
from near the middle of the pack, 
he called it a day at 20 miles.
Tim Bover, 26, graduated from Brewer 
High in 1973 and is now in the Air 
Force. He has been running only 2 
years. He ran 3:09 in this, his first 
marathon. He placed 980th out of 
3800.
Storrs, Conn Sep 12 UMaine vs UConn 
and BC
The UMaine women’s cross-country 
team is very talented and is starting 
their season well. In their first 
meet they beat tough UConn easily 
and lost to defending New England 
champion Boston College by only 1 point
Manchester, Vt Sept 19 Maple Leaf 
Half Marathon
More from Montreal...
Bob Jolicoeur and Mike Ryan of 
the Maine Road Ramblers also 
competed in the Montreal Marathon.
Bob ran his third best time ever: 
3:13:40 while Ryan was running in his 
first ever. The large crowd must have 
had an affect because Mike turned in 
a fine 3:39:40.
St. Francoise, NB Sep 6 Demi-Marathon
Running conditions were ideal as the 
Musterds invaded St. Francoise, N.B. 
for their annual Demi-Marathon, Several 
members used the perfect conditions to
chalk up PR’s for the 13.1 mile jaunt 
Burning up the road were:
Dave Ouellette 
Bob Duprey 
Gerhig Johnson 
Conrad Walton 
Peter Cuff 
Julius Marzul
1:42:31
1:20:31
1:37:01
1:13:38
1:36:18
1:45:06
also turning in good times were:
Jim Daigle 1:42:31
Dave Plourde 1:24:13
John Lisnik 1:23:44
submitted by Conrad Walton
If you are running the NYC Marathon, 
Bonnie Bell 10K, SkyIon Marathon5 
Jersey Shore Marathon or the Marine 
Corp Marathon you won’t be lonely 
with all of those thousands of 
strangers. There are Maine runners 
in all of these races. (I’ll see 
some of you in NYC on Oct 26). Let 
us know how you do if you are going 
out of state.
(flu). He missed his marathon (in-
jured and ill) and his sponsorship 
by Reebok fell through. And you 
thought you had problems! At least 
he has steady work, (as an MD)
Next month...Marathon results, more 
collegiate cross-country and lots 
more...
Any one having information about, 
collegiate, high school or open 
runners from Maine who have run a 
race (elite or otherwise) outside 
our borders, please contact me at 
Athletic Attic, Bangor Mall 04401 
or call 207-947-6880.
THE MAINE SPORT CENTER 
FOR QUALITY RUNNING AND
RECREATIONAL PRODUCT S
MAINE MALL, SO. PORTLAND, ME. 
207-773-8131
NEWINGTON MALL, NEWINGTON, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
603-431-4304
Olympia
More Than Just a Sporting Goods Store
From the Just-when-you-thought-things- 
were-going-fine-department OLYMPIASFMT CENTER
Last month we reported that Kurt Lau- 
enstein was healthy, running well, shooting 
for a PR in the Montreal Marathon and 
being sponsored by Reebok. Well, times 
change...Kurt was injured (knee), ill
BIKING TO OLYMPUS
by Dr. John Frachella
The next morning we pedalled to 
Girdinni where we got some fruit 
from a vendor. On the street we 
met two young sculptors who owned 
a small store where their work 
was displayed. Their work was 
so impressive we wanted to buy 
something. One piece was a mas-
sive bust of a biblical-looking 
character with a full beard and 
long, curly hair. Carved from olive 
wood, it stood about 4 feet tall and 
weighed more than I wanted to think 
about. So we settled for a few 
smaller objects which were carved 
from something that looked like 
pine wood.
From there we went to meet Joe’s 
aunts. They were very typically 
Sicilian: doting and overly atten-
tive. They insisted on cooking lunch 
for us in their little apartment 
where we had a confusing, bilingual 
conversation about family relations, 
where we’d been, where we were going, 
etc... Anyway, it took us about 3 
hours to get out of there. We had 
to lie by telling them we had to catch 
an early train back to Messina. They 
let us go, and we bolted for our bikes. 
We didn’t know it, but they followed 
us out of town right past the train 
station.
We would have been in big trouble 
if it weren’t for Joe’s cousin who 
the women had picked up in town when 
they were following us. He happened 
to have a bad toothache and everyone 
knew I was a dentist. The poor guy 
just stood there holding the side of 
his head, while the old women bickered 
back and forth in the middle of the 
street.
Joe was beginning to fret as I 
grabbed some emergency zinc oxide 
and eugenol which I’d stored in the 
first aid kit. The aunts were pretty 
concerned about why we’d passed the 
train station, but we tried to ignore 
them. I carefully mixed the powder 
and liquid with my jackknife on the 
smooth leather case of the camera 
and when I told Joe’s cousin to
open his mouth, the women stopped talking. 
They whispered ’’dentista, dentista...” as 
I rolled the stuff into a ball between my 
thumb and forefinger and pushed it into 
the huge hole in his tooth. It worked fast, 
and in a few seconds he began to smile.
Then everyone smiled, and before they 
got a chance to think twice, we jumped 
on our bikes and waved good-bye. "How 
long will that stuff last?" asked Joe.
"Never mind," I said, "Just keep pedal-
ling."
We made it to Messina by 6:30 p.m., got 
a bite to eat, cleaned some grease off 
our bikes and got on the ferry to Reggio.
In Reggio we took a train to Toronto and 
from there we railed it to Brindizi.
Between Toronto and Brindizi was a zoo.
The people were egotistical, pompous and 
rude and everywhere we went, they hassled 
us about our bikes, ignored the efforts of 
our pedalling, and literally ran us off 
the road, honking as if we were pests.
To be fair I have to say that there 
were a few places with train station atten-
dants who were kind, interesting, and 
helpful. One man in particular, at a 
train station just outside of Toronto, 
was very talkative. He spoke a lot 
about the politics of Italy and insisted 
that Italian Communism was simply
"Socialism". We spoke of the advantages 
and disadvantages of Capitalism and how 
disgruntled we all were with Reagan.
In Brindizi we had a day to ourselves 
because the ferry was scheduled to leave 
late. We pedalled to Lecce which was 
very dull. The land was flat, the road 
was trashy, the cars, trucks and buses 
were obnoxious. The whole way we were 
burnt-out, and bummed-out about southern 
Italy. Lecce was an average little town, 
cleaner than most we’d seen in Italy but 
nothing to rave about. So we got on a train 
in a hurry and sped back to Brindizi.
By this time, an hour and a half before 
the departure of the ferry, Brindizi was 
a chaotic mess. We got some cappucino 
on a crowded street and I found a health 
food store where I got some granola and 
rice cakes. The store was attended by one 
of the most beautiful girls I think I have 
ever seen. Her black hair hung in long
ringlets. She wore a red sari with 
a black shawl. I was stunned. The 
store was in the process of closing 
and before I knew it, she was off 
into the street and lost in the 
crowd.
Brindizi was still pretty ugly, 
but at least we’d found some granola.
The ferry ride was uneventful; it 
was night-time, and gently raining.
We slept on deck under a canopy and 
woke up in Corfu. Ah, an immediate 
difference: the Greeks were friendly, 
humble, and honest and the land was 
beautiful and clean. Here there were 
trees, orchards, grass and vineyards. 
We pedalled to Paleokastrista, a 
small tourist town on the northwest 
shore of the island and we stayed 
there a day and a night. The beach 
was beautiful, with blue-green water 
hugh cliffs, and warm sand. The 
women sunbathed without suits and by 
the afternoon, Joe and I figured we 
were living in heaven.
At about 3 in the afternoon we rent-
ed a couple of motorcycles and went 
north to a town called Sidiri. The 
road was bordered by the most magnifi-
cent olive orchards imaginable. On 
the ground there were nets made of 
fine mesh to collect the fruit.
People, mostly women, stooped over 
the nets and placed the olives in 
baskets which they carried on their 
backs. They’d all wave and smile as 
we passed through the lush green 
valleys. The road was actually black 
with the oil from olives that were 
crushed by cars passing by.
We left Sidiri on a small dirt 
road to Rhoda. It was bumpy and I 
lost my camera bag which was strap-
ped to the back of the bike. Joe 
didn’t see me stop so he went on 
ahead, all the way to Kassiopi. I 
puttered around some small villages 
waiting for him to come back until 
I finally decided to turn back to 
Sidiri and return to our campsite 
on the beach at Paleokastrista. Joe 
and I met at the tent, very glad to 
see each other. It’s a bit dis-
concerting to lose your best friend
when you’re half way around the world.
So to celebrate our reunion, we went 
off to a good restaurant, laughed about 
the day, and ate like little pigs.
In the morning I went for an 11 kilo-
meter run straight up a mountain. People 
were picking olives from the ground and as 
I passed they cheered, "Bravo America!”.
On top of the mountain I could see the 
town of Paleokastrista with all its little 
bays and beaches and it was thoroughly 
breathtaking.
Joe and I ate lunch, broke down the 
tent and headed for Pelekas. The ride 
was about 20-25 kilometers from Paleokas-
trista and the last stretch was entirely 
uphill. As we rode into Pelekas, out of 
breath from our uphill biking, we went by 
a small cafe, and sitting there sipping 
coffee, were the two young people from 
San Francisco whom we’d met on the air-
plane in Boston. They’d been biking all 
over Greece too, and here we met in a tiny 
village in the mountains on an island in 
the Adriatic Sea. Small, small world.
Put Your Best 
Feet Forward!
...Go Jogging 
on National 
Jogging Day.
Join the festival of fitness and 
fun! Come out and jog on National 
Jogging Dag.
For information, write or call 
the National Jogging Association, 
2420 K Street, N. W., Washington, 
D.C. 20037, (202) 965-3430.
National Jogging Day 
October 10,1981
"THE PACK
NORTH BERWICK 10K 49.
50.
W. Lasette
David Ranson
55:15
59:36
59:51
37.
38.
39.
Ton Wells
Lynn Friedman*
Russ Xappi
43:07
43t20
43(43
52. Beverly Wood* 60:27 40o Janice Resseguia* 44(30
1. Mika Gagne 34:05 41. Guy Daigneault 44:33
2. Paul Ryan 35:21 Results courtesy of Bob and Barb 42. Paul Thibeault 44(36
3. Brian Flanders 35:39 Coughlin 43. Greg Chiovitti 44:48
4. Crag DiBlasa 35:43 Race Directors 44. Theinann Ackerson 45:05
5. Steve Mulharn 35:47 45. Tony Cote 45(11
6. Arnold Anoroso 37:09 46. Ton Keating 45(27
7. Arnie Clark 37:35 47. Mike Lacroix 45:32
8. Dick McKenney 38:38 WORMWOOD'S HTTERHATIOKAL BREAKWATER 48. lob Sturges 45:34
9. Bill Graas 39:12 6.75 Mila ROAD RACE 49. Josh Bradford 45:44
10. Robert Merrill 39:15 Canp Ellis July 26th 50. Mika Meagher 45:44
11. Harris Hardy 39:23 51. A1 Butler 46:05
12. Wally McDonald 39:24 52. Antoine Garand 46:11
13. Robert Lindahl 39:35 1. Jay Kolb 35:21 53. Cleon Cook 46:15
14. Carl Cuehattl 39:53 2. Stuart Hogan 36:10 54. Ron Paquette 46:19
15. Francis Ferland 39:55 3. Bob Shell 36:18 55. Gerald Ceclle 46:22
16. Harvey Paul 40:11 4. Kenny Letourneau 36:24 56. Bruce Libby 46:37
17. David Roberts 40:14 5. Ken Botting 36:28 57. Gary Briggs 46:43
18. Curtiss Shlgo 40:47 6. Bill Solnine 36:41 58. Norman Lafortune 46:47
19. Kan Rosen 41:03 7. Stan Dutton 36:43 59. Bruce Campbell 46:50
20. John Gracay 41:27 8. Shawn Carll 38:21 60. Andre Waltnan 46:55
21. Joshua Bradford 41:39 9. John Melanson 38:32 61. Henry Wolstat 46:58
22. Orlando Delogua 41:50 10. Mark Bourassa 39:04 62. Greg Lanb 47:10
23. David Frits 41:56 11. Don Reiner 39:27 63. David Lowe 47:11
24. Bill Conn 42:19 12. Jerry Mullin 40:01 64. Norman Brunella 47:12
25. Andrew Rosen 42:41 13. Spider Lawson 40:03 65. George Wells 47:22
26. Jsnaa Coogan 42:58 14. Doug Foote 40:11 66. Gary Noel 47:26
27. Joseph Tacko 43 j  09 15. Alan Reilly 40:35 67. Mark Roller 47:28
28. Joseph Betel 43:10 16. Chris Kain 40:39 68. Rudulf Saits 47:36
29. Lloyd Cook 43:25 17. Don Provost 40:47 69. Joseph Tacka 47:47
30. Dennis Fortin 43:36 18. Jack Nason 40:53 70. Richard Stratton 47:52
31. John Gale 45:07 19. David Laplerre 41:05 71. Carlton Mendell 47:53
32. Dave Harris 45:12 20. Lee Resseguia 41:07 72. David Mulcey 47:54
33. Edward Stearns 45:23 21. Jin Strictland 41:13 73. Janas Malar 48:02
34. Matt Merrifield 45:51 22. Alan Wright 41:15 74. David B. Young 48:07
35. Garrett Clough 45:53 23. Arnie Clark 41:23 75. George Higgins 48:27
36. Julie Frits* 45:56 24. Janes Kein 41:48 76. Bernard Gaines 48:36
37. Aden Hardy 47:45 25. Jean Beaulieu 41:59 77. Ton Marjarisen 48:42
38. Lisa Littlefield* 47:47 26. Roland Molln 42:01 78. Kevin Kein 48:47
39. Mata Howgate 48:50 27. Laval Lacroix 42:02 79. Janas Bergeron 48:52
40. Dewitt Hardy 49:37 28. Rodney Thayer 42:05 80. George E. Linnla Jr. 48:56
41. Corinne Frits* 50:18 29. Chase Pray 42:08 81. Stephan Musulln 48:59
42. Elisabeth Merrifield*:32 30. Ton Carll 42:11 82. John Conandraa 49:00
43. Todd Marsh 50:59 31. Blackburn Yves 42:13 83. Gard Masarve 49:08
44. Bevan Davies 51:17 32. Phil Walls 42:24 84. Bill Conn 49:14
45. Joel Littlefield 51:40 33. Laurie Munson* 42:25 85. Maggie Beaulieu* 49:22
46. Jean Thomas 51:47 34. Stave Woodsun 42:42 86. Mark Roger 49:31
47. Sandy Uttarstron* 52:31 35. John Mlldrev 42:48 87. Stave Cyr 49:32
48. Iris Allen 54:08 36. Ron Poulin 43:01 88. Bob Gernann 49:35
J
89. Doug Peirson 49:39 1. Dan Littlefield 2:20:11
90. Ed Stearns 49:50
91. Brian Powell 49:52 Masters
92. Linda Emerson* 50:16
93. Dussauit Louis 50:29 1. Bob Shelton 1:55:06
94. Larry Gillis 50:52 2. J. Hodkins 2:36:00
95. Tim Clough 50:54 3. Roger Zimmermann 2:42:26
96. Tom Alarie 51:06
97. Harold Fournier 51:08 Results courtesy of Marty Thornton &
98. Steve Hyde 51:25 Dean Crocker
99. Bonnie Cote* 51:29 Race Directors
100. Judy Gagne* 51:46
101. Bob Couture 52:05 * * ***********: * * * * *
102. Wayne Butler 52:07
103. Steve Austin 52:33 THIRD ANNUAL KENNEBEC 10, 000
104. C E. Koester 52:44 Madison Aug 22nd
105. Gil Cote 52:55
106. Bob Murray 53:10
107. Joe Mahoney 53:18 1. Henry Chipman 33:32
108. Roaalyn Randall* 53:31 2. Steve Ridley 34:35
109. Russ Bradley 53:56 3. Bill Kenny 34:49
110. Rachel Veilleux* 54:08 4. Todd Hewes 34:53
111. Neora Connolly* 54:29 5. Mitch Lovering 34:59
112. Cindy Ward* 54:35 6. Rick Stuart 35:18
113. Leonard Rainey 54:37 7. Doug Craib 36:18
114. Nancy Krueger* 54:51 8. Steve Malloy 36:27
115. Peter Gordon 55:07 9. Steve Holmbraker 36:48
116. Tia Lamarre* 55:14 10. Fergus Kenny 36:53
117. Richard Male 55:16 11. Reggie Lesperance 37:21
118. Charles Probert 55:21 12. Glen Joseph 37:45
119. David Burton 55:23 13. Doug Ludewig 38:05
120. Joan Mundy* 55:43 14. Larry Pelletier 38:23
121. Maureen Maloney* 56:05 15. Robert Nicholson 38:55
122. Claire Cote 56:20 16. George Liming 38:59
123. Richard Campbell 56:27 17. John Hallee 39:04
124. Donnajean Pohlman* 56:34 18. Harold Runyon 39:25
125. Stoddard Chaplin* 56:53 19. Mike Simoneau 39:30
126. Pat Kein 58:46 20. George Michaud 39:37
127. John Leary 62:04 21. Harold Bates 39:58
128. Sheila Chaplin* 62:22 22. Andrew Lilburn 40:08
129. Chris Bernat 63:38 23. Karl Gevecker 40:43
130. Scott Garvin 65:17 24. Blair Herring 41:14
131. Merylann Mandell* 65:39 25. Vernard Lewis 41:27
132. Tony Colello 66:18 26. Adrian Lilburn* 42:08
133. Deanna Roy* 68:28 27. John Doyle 42:16
134. Preston Powell 69:15 28. David Comeau 43:02
135. Rose Mary Deangelis* 71:52 29. Bill Pinkham 43:03
136. Anna Parkar* 76:46 30. Mike Murphy 43:15
31. John Linscott 43:29
Results courtesy of Bob Provost 32. Terry Cousins 43:35
Race Director 33. Gary White 44:13
34. Fred Karter 44:13
************* * * * * * 35. Doug Wentworth 44:47
36. Ron Paquette 44:47
THE 1ST CONSUMERS GREAT CHALLENGE 37. Kevin Kenny 45:17
Gardiner Aug 15th 38. Jim Holmbraker 45:25
39. George Wlnkley 45:33
40. Jo Comeau* 45:40
Open Team Category 41. Blanchard Hupper 45:56
42. James Moore 46:02
1. Crocker, Morrisette, Russell 43. Sam Mitchell 46:05
1:41:06 44. Lisa Dodge* 46:31
2. Soule, Barker, Barker 1:42:58 45. Bruce Turcotte 46:36
3. Cochrane, McNett, Joyce 46. Terpsle Toon* 47:28
1:48:35 47. Tim Marhs 47:34
4. Tome, Towle, Angelone 1:49:11 48. Nancy Carr* 47:36
5. Soule, McAffee, Pettingill 49. Jeannette LaPlante* 47:59
1:53:00 50. David Boynton 48:19
6. Linney, Lessard, Lessard 51. Ralph Knight 48:28
1:57:28 52. Leona Clapper* 49:07
7. Collins, Messerve, LeBlance 53. Lloyd Wentworth 49:31
2:12:04 54. Scott Verrill 49:42
8. Weiss, Goor, Greenlaw 2:28:21 55. Craig Laubengeiger 49:43
9. Moores, Brown, Greenlaw 56. Shirley Cotton* 50:20
2:40:05 57. Wes Cotton 50:20
58. Ralph Baldwin 50:28
Womens Team 59. Rose DeBlois* 50:39
60. Roger Poulin 51:22
1. Lawler, Beaulieu, Waddle 61. Richard Sabol 51:57
2:02:49 62. Joel Deke 52:16
2. Phillips, Guidi, Caraivou 63. Marvon Hupper 52:54
2:27:22 64. Billy LeBlanc 53:43
65. Rodney Ellis 53:46
Junior Team 66. Sean Currie 53:54
67. Wade Chipman 54:05
1. Soule, Dolan, Temple 2:07:04 68. Kim Damian* 54:20
2. McKee, Thornton 2:31:08 69. Charles Clapper 54:37
70. Mark Barney 55:18
Individuals 71. Pamela White* 55:37
72. Roger Lightbody, Jr. 55:42
Open Category 73. William Thompson 56:14
74. Dennis LeBlanc 56:32
1. Nick Brand 2:11:05 75. Roger Lightbody, Sr. 57:15
2. Larry Walden 2:31:04 76. Marianne Steinhacker* 58:02
77. Jim Garland 59:26
Results courtesy of Bob Hagoplan 
Race Director
*****************
FOURTH ANNUAL GOOD SPORTS 10 Mile 
Run to the Coast and Back 
Brunswick Aug 23rd
1. Ken Flanders 51:01
2. Gary Wallace 51:20
3. Rock Green 51:47
4. Doug Hill 52:42
5. Werner Pobatschnig 53:03
6. Phil Page 53:46
7. George Towle 54:37
8. Myron Whipkey 55:09
9. Gene Coffin 55:22
10. Dennis MacCallum 55:28
11. Dave Baird 55:38
12. Roger Wright 56:12
13 o Doug Foote 56:17
14. Greg Dibiase 56:42
15. Andre Benoit, Jr. 56:42
16. Roger Foster 56:46
17. Gary Cochrane 56:51
18. Tony Lombardo 56:55
19. Greg Parlin 56:57
20. Dick McFaul 57:04
21. Todd McGraw 57:08
22. Eric McNett 57:09
23. Sam Merrill 57:18
24. Mike Brust 57:19
25. Jeff Bengtsson 57:20
26. John Leeming 57:30
27. Mark Violette 57:41
28. Bill Babcock 57:42
29. Steve Arnett 57:51
30. Bob Coughlin 58:00
31. Joe Corkery 58:13
32. Scott Johnson 58:16
33. Steve Astle 58:17
34. Kevin McDonald 58:20
35. Stewart Palmer 58:22
36. Gene Roy 58:36
37. Bob Hagoplan 58:37
38. Roland Trottier 58:38
39. Don Reimer 58:40
40. Sean Keough 58:49
41. Mike Daly 58:57
42. Wendell Blood 59:00
43. Bob Quentin 59:11
44. Ken Newsome 59:12
45. Brian Warren 59:16
46. Doug Ware 59:22
47. John Long 59:30
48. Arnie Amoroso 59:48
49. Kevin Oley 59:53
50. Patrick Connell 59:58
51. Jim Kein 60:07
52. Eugene Poole 60:10
53. Tom Potter 60:14
54. Darren Billings 60:15
55. Bryant Bourgoin 60:17
56. Gabe Yankowitz 60:24
57. Rich Wells 60:27
58. Jack Nason 60:35
59. Arnold Adams 60:42
60. Rob Jarratt 60:46
61. Arnie Green 60:51
62. Alan Reilly 60:54
63. Frank Brume 60:59
64. Barry Howgate 61:11
65. Peter Downs 61:18
66. Gary Wright 61:19
67. Ron Goldner 61:20
68. Don Andrus 61:24
69. Robert Baldwin 61:30
70. Joel Hinshaw 61:36
71. Larry Burkett 61:38
72. Dave Smith 61:42
73. Mark Simpson 61:46
74. Steve Moriarty 61:54
75. Walter Hall 61:59
76. Larry Doble 62:01
77. Bruce Lacroix 62:01
78. Dennis Bates 62:01
79. Steve Jordan 62:02
80. Mike Arsenault 62:07
81. Steve Harriman 62:16
82. John Moncure 62:25
83. Bill Barker 62:27
84. James Fee Jr. 62:27
85. Tom Swan 62:30
86. John McCracken
87. Dona Maxim
62:34
62:36
182
183
. Chris Colguitt 
. Rich Riker
68:46
68:46
277. Joan Caivano*
278. Gary Hamilton
74:46
74:52
88. Marty Bonlon 62:39 184 . Charlie Gordon 68:47 279. Eddie Brissette 74:56
89. Laurie Munson* 62:41 185 . Don Celler 68:48 280. Bruce Kingdon 75: Cl
90. Jerry Allanach 62:41 186 . Rick Strout 68:49 281. Philip Gleason 75:02
91. Dave Delols 62:55 187 . Barbara Hamaluk* 68:50 282. Richard Rhoads 75:04
92. Jamas Patterson 62:57 188 . Gary Barrett 68:51 283. Julie Bemiker* 75:07
93. Kim Beaulieu* 62:59 189 . Frank Hemphill 68:54 284. Myron Mokey 75:08
94, Jerry Thibeault 62:59 190,. William Higbee 68:56 285. Angela Adams* 75:12
95. Greg Bridgman 63:12 191,. Brian Perkins 68:57 286. David Rose 75:30
96. Jane Parsons* 63:17 192,. James Moore 68:57 287. Tom Peterson 75:33
97. Adam Berlew 63:18 193,. Ray Giglio 68:59 288. Randall Staples 75:34
98. George Nason 63:22 194.. Bob Gilman 69:01 289. Michael Martin 75:35
99. Kevin Jenkins 63:32 195., Barney Hallowell 69:25 290. Glen Larkin 75:43
100. Doug Ludewig 63:35 196.. George Maxim 69:29 291. Stephen DeWick 75:54
101. Alexander, Louie 63:41 197., Spero Chumas 69:30 292. Roland Keanley 75:55
102. Chris Kein 63:48 198., Robert Waddle 69:32 293. Marcy McGuire 76:08
103. John Bean 63:51 199., Marsha Giglio* 69:33 294. Bernard Ross 76:10
104. Mark Dorsey 64:03 200., Matt Cordes 69:34 295. Ernie Gilbert 76:11
105. Randy Phillips 64:05 201. Bob Laberge 69:49 296. Gerard Carey 76:29
106. Pete Galle 64:08 202. George Brady 70:04 297. Robert Currier 76:33
107. Warren Dear 64:13 203. Steve Swindells 70:15 298. Jay Krause 76:40
107. Christian Meredith 64:16 204. Linda Woodward 70:19 299. Paul Quattropani 76:40
109. Tim Wright 64:17 205. William Conn 70:20 300. Tom Delols 76:55
110. Guy Berthiaume 64:33 206. Steve Palmer 70:23 301. John Loyd 77:09
111. Bob Jolicoeur 64:39 207. Barbara Coughlin* 70:24 302. Alan Brooks 77:11
112. Greg Lamb 64:42 208. Bill Haskell 70:26 303. Tom Noonan 77:12
113. Joy Green* 64:48 209. Tim Amero 70:28 304. Tarbert MacDonald 77:15
114. Ray Shevenell 64:49 210. Peter Hoskins 70:29 305. Leonard Mulligan 77:17
115. Tom Allen 64:53 211. Arthur Warren 70:33 306. David Cook 77:18
116. Dick Sabine 65:02 212. Roger Putnam 70:37 307. Ellen Feld* 77
117. James Toulouse 65:04 213. George Phelps 70:44 308. Kris Caraaanis-Gordon*:31
118. Wes Rothermel 65:08 214. Robert Cressey 70:45 309. Walter Taylor 77:32
119. Karen McCann* 65:09 215. Seth Roberts 71:01 310. William Mercier 77:35
120. John Kelly 65:13 216. Tom Brewster 71:04 311. A1 Godfrey 77:38
121. Ray Cooper 65:18 217. Richard Higgins 71:06 312. Cathy Jarratt* 77:48
122. Richard Towne 65:20 218. David Wilson 71:13 313. Kevin Purcell 77:54
123. Doug Allen 65:27 219. John Joseph 71:15 314. Jon Morin 78:04
124. Tom Wells 65:30 220. James Chase 71:17 315. Mark Horton 78:07
125. David Macomber 65:31 221. Sheryl Ash* 71:25 316. Mark Rogers 78:10
126, Dave Silverbrand 65:33 222. Dave Gugan 71:26 317. Daryl Chapman 78:29
127. Don Bruce 65:36 223. Dennis Walch 71:31 318. Rosalyn Randall* 78:32
128. Gary Langley 65:47 224. Joanie Rhoda* 71:34 319. Christine Tuttle* 78:32
129. John Trefethen 65:47 225. William York 71:37 320. Wendy Smith* 78:40
130. Peter Flaherty 65:55 226. Fred Harlow 71:39 321. Bob Nolte 78:41
131. Gerard Jalbert 65:58 227. Brian LaSalle 71:43 322. Levis Leary 78:44
132. Arnold Green 65:59 228. Winifred Wood* 71:49 323. Shirley Packard* 78:48
133. Mike Miller 66:02 229. Gary Gander 72:01 324. Stephen O'Bryan 78:49
134. Doug Moody 66:03 230. John Boyne 72:02 325. H. Bink Smith 78:50
135. Mike Beaudoin 66:04 231. Phil Boyne 72:03 326. Robert McIntyre 78:53
136. Rob Hunt 66:15 232. Ray Faria 72:04 327. Elin Dunn 78:54
137. Vera Lewis 66:18 233. Lona Wright* 72:07 328. Richard Holt 78:54
138. Bill Sylvester 66:19 234. Debbie Taylor* 72:08 329. Warren Turner 78:58
139. Kevin Kein 66:20 235. Perry Taylor 72:08 330. Fred Ward 79:01
140. Steve Ross 66:21 236. Newton Towle 72:14 331. David Harris 79:06
142. Bill Gayton 66:24 237. Matt Herron 72:15 332. Bob Larsen 79:22
143. Paul Connor 66:25 238. Robert Handy Jr. 72:20 333. Bob Murray 79:37
144. Dennis Simmons 66:33 239. Ed Stearns 72:21 334. Mary Schendel 79:42
145, Rit Roberts 66:37 240. Gary Shull 72:25 335. Jon Reitman 79:46
146. Richard Marino 66:42 241. John Dorsey 72:33 336. Linda McNett* 79:47
147. Jeannie Lewis* 66:45 242. Linda Patrick* 72:34 337. M. Thompson 79:55
148. Lee Nicely 66:47 243. Tom Patrick 72:35 338. Kathy Provencher* 79:57
149. Bruce King 66:53 244. Debbie Wright* 72:37 339. Marilyn Wilkoff* 80:13
150. Orlando Delogu 66:55 245. Barry Bachrach 72:43 340. Duncan Logan 80:19
151. Larry Barker 66:57 246. Robert Patterson 72:44 341. Judy Trefethen* 80:29
152. Carlton Mendell 67:05 247. Sam Mejeire 72:44 342. Will Saunders 80:35
153. Hugh McCormick 67:08 248. John Rego 72:47 343. Jerry Millett 80:46
154. Greg Emerson 67:18 249. Pernod Duffy 72:48 344. Lara Sylvester* 80:55
155. Alburn Butler 67:23 250. Robert Kidd 72:51 345. Neal Brown 81:02
156. William Scaplen 67:24 251. Pris Pool* 72:53 346. Celeste Perkins* 81:39
157. Ron Paquette 67:27 252. Martin Desmarais 72:57 347. Dorothy Stockard* 82:06
158. Dean Rasmussen 67:32 253. Keith Bruton 73:00 348. Christine Clothier* 82:35
159. Bob Hazzard 67:40 254. John Mulrooney 73:00 349. Maureen Morin* 82:48
160. Frank Morong 67:40 255. William Fox 73:05 350. Vendean Vaflades 82:52
161. Richard Stratton 67:41 256. David Gaecklein 73:08 351. Francine Currier* 82:53
162. Gerald Cecil 67:44 257. Tim Short 73:10 352. Doug Wood 82:55
163. Sterling LeBlanc 67:46 258. John Shaw 73:15 353. Charles Greenlaw 82:58
164. John Salisbury 67:51 259. Tim Dwinal 73:17 354. Kevin Barron 82:59
165. Chris Miller 67:53 260. Eric Smith 73:19 355. Donna Pohlman* 83:23
166. Houghton White 67:56 261. John Gale 73:23 356. Lester Rhoades 83:41
167. Charles Collier 68:03 262. Barbara Godfrey* 73:28 357. Steven Evrard 83:42
168. Steve Rainsford 68:04 263. Cliff Fletcher 73:42 358. Jeanie Doughty 83:51
169. Ken Sylvester 68:04 264. Fred Beck 73:51 359. John Hopkins 83:55
170. Tom Doten 68:10 265. James Johnston 74:06 360. Ted Sherman 83:57
171. E.M. Cordes 68:15 266. Kevin White 74:06 361. Peter Curran 84:02
172. Dennis Hayes 68:17 267. Paul McCourt 74:07 362. Bill Green 84:09
173. Arthur Chapman 68:21 268. Blair Johnson 74:08 363. Joan White* 84:10
174. A1 Miller 68:24 269. Scott Leavitt 74:14 364. Brian Dante 84:19
175. Wayne Humphreys 68:26 270. Gladys Jean DeWick* 74:16 365. Elihu York 84:20
176. Roger Dwyer 68:30 271. Charles Hutchins V 74:24 366. Gail Schade* 84:31
177. David Palmer 68:31 272. Rudy Plummer 74:25 367. Jean Thomas* 84:32
178. Scott Strout 68:32 273. John Kendall 74:26 368. William Tozier 84:50
179. Ray O'Neal 68:32 274. Richard Jewell 74:31 369. Eric Goldner 85:01
180. Dave Warren 68:33 275. Evelyn King* 74:36 370. Larry Stubbs 85:02
181. John Schwerdel 68:40 276. Joanne Petkus* 74:46 371. Sally Paterson* 85:22
372. Sandra Utterstrom* 85:25 38. Mark Stover 23:26 30. Ivan Porter 37:27
373. Richard Crocker 85:46 39. Barbara Plank* 23:42 31. Wendell Porter 37:28
374. Bonnell Gardner 85:53 40. Dave Talley 24:14 32. Jon Goodness 37:36
375. Cindy Hansen* 86:30 41. Jim Manzer 24:23 33. Kate Rosebury* 37:56
376. Cush Hayward 86:33 42, Robbie Pendergist 24:30 34. Kim Demerrit* 38:13
377. Nat Hussey 86:42 43. Leona Clapper* 24:31 35. Jane Bragg* 38:19
378. Leonard Rainey 86:59 44. Tim Damien 24:40 36. Sheri Crowley* 39:20
379. Cathy DiCenzo* 87:09 45. Jaime Corbett 24:40 37. John Lord 40:16
380 Jill Walker* 87:25 46, Ed Roberts 24:52 38. Maureen Guerin* 41:16
381. Kim Mendall* 87:39 47. Ann Blumoaer* 25:08 39. Paul Guerin 41:17
382. Sandy Turcotte* 87:56 48. John MacDonald 25:08 40. Ed Cohen 41:53
383. Amy Clark* 88:26 49. Jerry Henderson 25:11 41. Jeff Bernier 43:05
384. Liz Bengtsson* 88:31 50, Dorothy Stockard* 25:17 42, Ann Harrison* 43:42
385. David Patterson 88:35 51. Jim Davis 25:18 43. Joe Ledo 46:29
386. James Smith 88:36 52. Mary Alice Bruce* 25:26 44. Bev Prosser* 47:31
387. Bev McCoid* 38:37 53. Hope Mills* 25:28 45. Mary Matava* 47:34
388. Jennifer Robbins* 88:42 54. Seth Harrow 25:29 46. Jon Wise 52:42
389. Hannah Gibbs* 88:56 55. E.M. Harrow 25:30 47. Liz Wise* 52:50
390. Don McRae 89:22 56. Carolynn Davis* 25:34 48. Jane Moore* 54:29
391. Judy Perez* 89:44 57. Ted Cohn 25:34 49. Clif Cirard
392. Ron Williams 90:50 58. Jennifer Wadman* 25:38
393. Diane Crocker* 90:53 59. John Pickering 25:39 Results courtesy of Skip Howard
394. Nancy Ohringer* 91:28 60. Harry Trask 25:39
395. Tammy LeFebre* 91:30 61. Dodi Flaherty* 25:45 * * ********** * * * * *
396. Gerry Nichols 93:08 62. Charles Clapper 25:58
397. Julia Nichols* 93:33 63. Sharon LaFlamme* 26:04 SKOWHEGAN LOG DAYS 10K
398. Liz Putman* 93:33 64, Susan Laskey* 26:07 Aug 29th
399. Carol Hunter* 93:39 65. Deanne Wade* 26:08
400. Peter Muzzy 93:42 66. Laurie Osgood* 26:09
401. Richard Ball 93:43 67. Judy Folger* 26:27 1. Doug Hill 32:31
402. John Oliver 93:43 68. Buddy Cousins 26:36 2. Hank Chipman 33:08
403. Carla McCourt* 93:48 69. James Wolfhagen 26:43 3. Bill Hine 33:35
404. Sarah Doolittld*1 93:58 70. Steve Marquis 26:46 4, Todd McGraw 34:29
405. Cathy Tozier* 94:15 71. Lauren Moors* 26:51 5. Jim Schier 34:43
406. Bob Verrill 94:19 72. Michelle Shea* 26:52 6. Doug Gaib 34:45
407. Debbie Berman* 94:31 73. Jackie Wadman* 26:53 7. Todd Hews 35:00
408. Lynne Wetherell* 94:59 74. Buzz Laskey 27:04 8. Rick Stuart 35:02
409. Lorraine Sitarz* 95:08 75. Mary Beale* 27:28 9. Steve Malloy 35:08
410. Robert Bull 97:42 76. Don Bruce 27:58 10. Tom McWalters 35:19
411. Unknown 97:42 77. Jason Bosse 30:03 11. Bob Hagopian 35:24
412. Unknown 98:03 78, Josh Hoxie 30:09 12. Harry Nelson 36:47
413. Unknown 98:35 79, Vickie Brewer* 30:14 13. Glen Joseph 36:47
414. Unknown 98:49 80. Mary Hallman* 30:16 14. Bryant Bourgoin 36:53
415. Keith Prouty 109:43 81. Alicia Johnson* 30:22 15. Harold Runyon 37:08
416., Unknown 110:12 82. Sharon Bell* 30:28 16. Mark Simpson 37:30
417., Nancy Dorr 112:09 83. Dee Dee LeLong* 30:47 17. Bill Yates 38:28
418,, Dale Dorr 112:11 84. Liz Canning* 31:19 18. Ron Buston 38:40
35. Unknown 19. Bob Groswell 38:52
Results courtesy of Rob Jarratt 86. Denise Bosse* 38:30 20. Jim Helmbraker 38:56
Race Director 87. Jesse Vernon 41:17 21. David Rand 39:07
88. Gordon Canning 41:17 22. Mark Mcaleer 39:15
* * * * ********* ***** 89, Lee Bell 44:53 23. Mark Jose 39:18
90. Robert Bell 44:45 24. Mike Simoneau 39:20
5K the Y Way (actual 3.4) 91. Ralph Michaud 45:04 25. Martin McAleer 39:22
Old Town Aug 29th 92. Jeff Price 45:04 26. Darrell Buzzell 39:25
27. Karen McCann* 39:38
Results courtesy of Kim :Damien 28. Mike Miller 39:39
1. Gary Coyne 17:45 Race Director 29. Dick Towne 39:42
2. Mike Halmo 18:08 30. Jeff Fister 39:43
3. Larry Deans 18:36 * * ********** ****** 31. Blain Herring 40:08
4. Brian McKay 18:53 32, Ron Paquette 40:09
5. David Curtis 18:55 DIAL HELP 7-.6143km ROAD RACE 33. Karl Geoecker 40:19
6. Tim Marquis 19:20 Bangor Aug 29th 34. Dave Comeau 41:04
7, Steve Gladezuk 19:25 35. Alfred Raster 41:42
8. Loren Ritchie 19:52 36. Sam Mitchell 41:46
9. Lee Stover 20:02 1. Mike Cole 25:18 37. Cleon Cooker 42:04
10. Jeff White 20:09 2. Don Cross 25:21 38, Blanchard Hupper 42:06
11. Alex Hammer 20:37 3. Bob Melvin 25:28 39. James Moore 42:08
12. Dave Goldsmith 20:38 4. Loren Ritchie 26:27 40. Gary White 42:12
13. Jon Blake 20:55 5. Jeff rWhite 26:34 41. Jerry Simpson 42:19
14. Scott VanKuilenburg 21:08 6. Dale Nealey 26:46 42. John Boyber 42:23
15. Ray Owen 21:14 7. Mike Thompson 26:49 43. George Winkley 42:27
16. Jeanie Lewis* 21:15 8. Danny Pendergist 27:02 44. Dennis Arsenault 42:33
17. Frank Woodard 21:17 9. Charlie Nichols 27:37 45. Cahrles Wilkins 42:45
18. Paul Guerin 21:34 10. John Linscott 28; 18 46. Bruce Gamage 43:13
19. Bernie Yvon 21:40 11. Frank Bragg 28:21 47. Tom Daggett 43:13
20, Dan Plourde 21:55 12. Craig Boyd 28:55 48. Phil Boyne 43:51
21. Mark Ouellette 21:55 13. John Wadach 29:15 49. Rick Linden 45:37
22. John Daigle 21:56 14. Beth Dyer* 30:19 50. Terpsie Toon* 45:56
23. Mike Turner 21:57 15. David Van Doren 30:41 51. Nancy Carr* 46:02
24. Laurel Davis* 21:58 16. Lewis Gordon 31:12 52. Bob Brader 46:16
25. John Alexander 22:13 17. Dianne Carville* 31:18 53. Kerrin Purcell* 46:33
26. Walt Harris 22:15 18. Betsy Russell* 31:41 54. Ralph Baldwin 47:30
27. Mark Robinson 22:22 19. Joe Finkelstine 31:41 55. John Hilton 47:36
28. David Trefethen 22:26 20. David Lunn 32:01 56. Dean Rasmussen 47:36
29. Josh Hoxie 22:33 21. Tim Robinson 32:29 57. Norma Pohlman* 47:50
30. Mike Beal 22:57 22. Monty Barrett: 32:52 58. Mary McCann* 47:57
31. T-tm Throckmorton 23:03 23. Forrest Seavey 33:20 59. Roger Poulin 47:58
32. David Bird 23:04 24. Charles Smith 33:33 60. Dave Boynton 48:03
33. Paul Pickering 23:04 25. Diane May* 33:35 61. Marvon Hupper 48:04
34. Jeannette LaPlante* 23:09 26. Ed Vereault 34:33 62, Toby Woonworth 48:10
35. Jody Connor 23:12 27. Pete Curran 34:38 63. Mike. Connolly 48:30
36. Gary Hollet 23:13 28. Richard Hey 36:05 64. Trumble 49:03
37, Donny Caning 23:17 29. Ray Gauvreau 36:23 65. Rene Laliberty* 49:05
66. Richard Sabol 49:45
67. Roger Lightbody 51:33
68. Roger Lightbody Sr. 51:34
69. Marianne Steinhacker* 52:17
70. Pamela White* 52:26
71. Kathy Saufl* 53:28
72. Mark Bisney 53:52
73. James Garland 54:13
74. Gary Snowden 55:25
75. Mary White* 55:27
76. Virginia Smith* 57:08
77. Betty Constantine* 57:48
78. Carole Baldwin* 57:48
79. Norma Mitton* 58:13
80. Marjory Lalime* 58:44
81. Drew Kitterer 61:28
Results courtesy of Jack Dlrkman
Race Director
******************
19TH ANNUAL BANGOR LABOR DAY ROAD RACE 
Bangor 5.07 mile Sep 7th
1. Mike Gaige (New Record) 25:05
2. Ken Flanders 25:29
3. O.J. Logue 26:22
4. Mike Swanson 26:32
5. Sheldon Booze 25:54
6. Harold Hatch 27:14
7. Gary Allen 27:36
8. Dick Fournier 27:58
9. Steve Frederick 28:05
10. Steve Holmbraker 28:15
11. Mike Cole 28:57
12. Phil St. Pierre 29:02
13. Steve Hawes 29:14
14. Robbie Baldwin 29:25
15. Eric Ellis 28:37
16 c Bill Curran 29:39
17. Dennis Bates 29:42
18. Kevin Dyer 29:51
19. Glenn Joseph 29:52
20. Ray Cormier 30:04
21. Robin Emery* (Record) 30:20
22. Loren Ritchie 30:27
23. John Hallee 30:30
24. James Westphal 30:31
25. Steve Ives 30:32
26. Bernie Baker 30:36
27. Marc Cote 30:44
28. Sam Clark 30:44
29. Brian McCrea 30:51
30. Verl Dyer 30:56
31. Chris Jones 30:59
32. Cliff Hatfield 31:00
33. Kurt Peterson 31:01
34. David Alley 31:09
35. Merle Hartford 31:11
36. Rolf Westphal 31:13
37. Dave Cunio 31:15
38. Steve Palley 31:15
39. Kevin Kenny 31:17
40. Jeff White 31:28
41. Carroll Lee 31:43
42. Walt Luro 31:53
43. Andy Luro 31:53
44. Jim Holmbraker 31:55
45. Darrell Vigue 32:04
46. Larry Rich 32:07
47. Jeff Fister 32:16
48. Dick Everett 32:20
49. Tom Mulvey 32:20
50. Mark Stillings 32:21
51. Rob Fister 32:22
52. Paul Connor 32:24
53. Glenn Miles 32:32
54. Bill LoPotro 32:32
55. Tom Mapleton 32:36
56. Terry Goodlad 32:39
57. Steve Krichels 32:40
58. Laurel Kowalsky* 32:49
59. Mike Thompson 32:52
60. Dick Ballentine 32:56
61. Gerry Bryan 32:48
62. C. True 32:59
63. Mike Bassi 33:05
64. Ron Paquette 33:16
65. Jeff Brochu 33:17
66. Robin Estey* 33:19
67. Jeff Turner 33:20
68. Bill Pinkham 33:20
69. Diane Lounder* 33:25
70. Andrew Giliman 33:27
71. Lee Stover 33:29
72. Paul Mooney 33:33
73. Ken Await 33:36
74. Clayton Grindle 33:36
75. Todd Bailey 33:37
76. Theresa Lawlor* 33:41
77. Tim Quirion 33:48
78. Pete Merritt 33:51
79. Frank Bragg 33:53
80. Dennis Anderson 34:01
81. Brenda LoPotro* 34:02
82. Steve Barber 34:02
83. Dan Koch 34:03
84. Jon Dumont 34:05
85. Bob Morrison 34:06
86. James Westhoven 34:07
87. Gerard Carey 34:13
88. Dave Goldsmith 34:17
89. Carl Sanborn 34:21
90. Dave Hillgrove 34:23
91. Bernard Kubetz 34:39
92. Gil Roderick 34:45
93. Jeanne Dolby* 34:46
94. Andrew Dolby 34:47
95. Mark Robinson 34:49
96. Mike Shyka 34:50
97. Bob Nesiba 34:51
98. Craig Boyd 34:51
99. Terry Cousins 34:53
100 . Charlie Knight 34:57
101 . Andrea Hatch* 34:59
102,. Paul Guerin 35:18
103,. Howard Richard 35:38
104,. Patricia Richard* 35:40
105,. Charlena Knight* 36:13
106.. Dennis Morrill 36:18
107.. Lisa DeGrazio* 36:26
108., Anne Loiselle* 36:27
109.. Cindy Carey* 36:37
110. Rebecca Bryer* 36:38
111. Charles Wells 36:41
112. Miguel Muniz 36:42
113. Jim Bonzey 36:47
114. Jerry Murphy 36:55
115. Robbie P-ndergist 36:56
116. James Newett 36:59
119. John Wakeley 36:59
118. Charles Davis 37:01
119. Jerry Michaud 37:02
120. Rick Floyd 37:04
121. Steve Burt 37:04
122. Barbara Plank* 37:04
123. Sheila Hodges* 37:06
124. Gary Reynolds 37:13
125. Ed Grant 37:14
126. Pete Pelletier 37:15
127. Tony Muniz 37:17
128. Harold Cross 37:18
129. Dave Doren 37:29
130. Bruce Gray 37:36
131. Rick Russell 37:38
132. Kim Damien* 37:47
133. Lynn Vickery* 37:57
134. Lamont Barrett 38:08
135. Unknown
136. Ralph Baldwin 38:20
137. Jeannette LaPlante* 38:42
138. Lori Holyoke* 38:43
139. Vaughn Holyoke 39:20
140. Celeste Fortin* 39:21
141. Glenn Maheu 39:36
142. Aurele Ouellet 39:49
143. Ken Hodsdon 39:52
144. Mike Wakefield 39:59
145. Gordon Halpem 40:07
146. Kathy Gaunce 40:10
147. Leo Emerson 40:12
148. Larry Rytky 40:27
149. Walter Capen 40:30
150. Don Osborne 40:49
151. Harry Trask 40:55
152. Tom Homsted 41:00
153. Frank McGuire 41:01
154. Bob Stokes 41:01
155. Bill Lawlor 41:07
156. Nancy Remsen* 41:15
157. Ken Remsen 41:15
158. Karen Judkins* 41:16
159. Rick Gallagher 41:21
160. Laura Baker* 41:23
161. Diedra Beal* 41:33
162. Dawn Fraser* 41:33
163. Todd Nesiba 41:43
164. Celine McDonald* 41:45
165. Jane Bragg* 41:47
x66. Lisa Page* 41:50
167. Seth Harrow 42:01
168. Hope Mills* 42:02
169. Lee Estey 42:05
170. Dale Rhoda 42:07
171. Peter Curran 42:08
172. Carol Estey* 42:21
173. Kathy Saufl* 42:35
174. Tom Early 42:42
175. Elvera Weld* 43:14
176. Bill Floyd 43:19
177. Kathy Floyd* 43:19
178. Richard Hey 43:22
179. Nancy Schneider* 43:52
180. Theresa McGlauflin* 43:56
131. Ken Hallee 44:05
182. Richard Ball 44:23
183. Lisa Cyr* 44:27
184. Virginia Smith* 44:51
185. Forrest Kenney 45:01
186. Dan Smith 45:04
187. Chris Smart 45:15
188. Ann Rideout* 45:17
189. Becky Abell* 45:31
190. Betty Constantine* 46:28
191. Carole Baldwin* 47:37
192. Marj Lalime* 47:50
193. Brian Cookson 48:04
194. Marion Chamberlain* 51:38
195. Sam Ouellette 52:00
196. Jeff Bernier 56:19
197. Unknown
198. Debbie Richard* 56:20
199. Karen Dostie* 56:20
Results courtesy of Bob Booker
Race Director
****a*******aAAWAA
8TH ANNUAL CARIBOU LABOR DAY ROAD RACE 
Caribou Sep 7th
1. Greg Wardwell 22:02
2. Hank Chipman 22:54
3. Bob Everett 23:08
4. Herm Pelletier (M) 23:53
5. Marlin Conrad 23:59
6. Rick Shelton 24:00
7. Phil Stuart 24:29
8. Waldron Babbidge 24:42
9. Rusty Taylor 25:07
10. Fred Steeves 25:18
11. Paul Pllssey 25:27
12. David Mangus 25:36
13. Aldo Rloux 25:39
14. Dan Bondeson 25:40
15. John O’Dea 25:59
16. Randy Wilcox 26:07
17. John Lisnik 26:36
18. Chris McDonald 26:51
19. Lawrence Whipkey 26:53
20. Dave Plourde 26:57
21. Martin Brannon 27:04
22. Howard Paradis 27:22
23. Jeff Hawdesnell 27:25
24. Franklin Blackistont 27:50
25. Owen Jackson 28:14
26. Paul Leaman 28:20
27. Roger Charette 28:30
28. Brain Lamberton 28:35
29. Mark Fullerton 28:37
30. Mike Carey 28:39
31. Sam Collins 28:59
32. Fyed Hawes 29:02
33. Wayne Cyr 29:06
34. Nancy Jackson* 29:09
35. Burnett Peters* 29:10
36. Danny Dionne 29:19
37. Mike Plourde 29:20
38. Roger Pelletier 29:26
39. Larry Mangus 29:41
40. Ray Fullerton 29:43
41. T.J. Kenney 29:55
42. Clark Brewer 29:59
43. Rick Forbes 30:03
44. Brent O'Clarce 30:05
45. Ken Libby 30:11
46. Scott Johndro 30:12
47. Jake Juffman 30:13
48. K.C. Rider 30:16
49. Larry Berthiaume 30:25
50. Craig Rogers 30:31
51. Chris Smith 30:40
>
52. Carol McElwee* 30:42 20. John Mitchell LSC 30:56 19. Mike Jones 17:13
53. Lon Grantham 30:43 21. John Barrett Unity 31:20 20. Peter Comeau 17:17
54. Dew Wider 30:45 22. Dave Dodson LSC 31:41 21. Kristin Cook* 17:18
55. Donna Dee* 30:52 23. Futton Oakes UMPI 32:03 22. Michelle Comeau* 17:30
56. Merle Bragg Jr. 30:54 24. Bill Rogeski Unity 32:29 23. Mark Bates 17:34
57. Bob Whitmore 30:55 25. Stan Tosti Unity 32:59 24. Sean Donegan 17:45
58. Patricia Blackistone* 30:59 26. Kirby Olson Unity 33:02 25. Tiffany Terry* 17:47
59. Alton Wardwell 31:03 27. Dave Scheldt UMPI 33:03 26. Beverly Cambell* 17:48
60. Emily Higgins* 31:10 28. Glen Wall Unity 33:29 27. Jimmy Pranes 17:49
61. Charles Tucker 31:16 29. Mike Young UMPI 33:42 28. Jeannine Manduca* 18:17
62. Robert Farley 31:31 30. Hollis Graham Unity 33:44 29. Erin Atlee* 18:18
63. Claude Deseaux 31:38 31. Rose Deplois* UMPI 33:57 30. Tim Straz 18:24
64. Peter Cuff 31:50 32. Shawn Tierney Unity 34:13 31. Andrew Straz 18:43
65. Brent Jepson 31:55 33. Chris Schenpp Unity 35:40 32. Holly Barr* 18:44
66. Dane Ouellette 32:02 34. Todd Curtis Unity 37:29 33. Michael Kenney 19:41
67. Joseph Saab 32:05 34. Betty Peterson* 20:08
68. Julia Bouchard* 32:32 Results courtesy of Brian Gillespie 35. Robert Gross 20:17
69. Colin Craig 32:43 St. Joe’s Coach 36. Christina Hodgson* 20:29
70. Robert Ouellette 32:44 37. Bary Terry* 20:35
71. George Higgins 32:46 A A AAAAAAAAAAA A A A A A 38. Wyllys Terry 20:35
72. Edward Ouellette 32:50 39. Dianna Schmidt* 21:07
73. Dana Guiggey 33:01 READFIELD RUN TO READ 10K 40. Laura Atlee* 21:14
74. Jim Daigle 33:16 Sep 12th 41. Lillian Abbott* 21:26
75. Kinimell Webster 33:27 42. Michelle Abbot* 23:20
76. David McCrea 33:29 43. Linda McNett* 24:14
77. Bryan Cyr 33:35 1. Kim Wettlaufer 31:51 44. Sarah Hornbeck* 24:15
78. Mike Zenk 33:49 2. Steve Holmbraker 34:58 45. Steve Pease 24:47
79. Nadeen Plourde* 33:57 3. Dan Cake 36:10 46. Danny Phillips 24:50
80. Connie McLellan* 34:02 4. R.J. Harper 37:27 47. Jon Crockett 25:15
81. Michael Watson 34:03 5. Gary Weber 37:36 48. Vanessa Paskvan* 25:55
82. James Kenny 34:04 6. Lloyd Ferriss 37:36 49. Elizabeth Warren* 25:56
83. Bob Southes 34:14 7. Dean Rasmussen 38:07 50. Megan Corriveau* 25:57
84. Roland Cowatt 34:29 8. Don Sanborn 39:18
85. Becky Bouchard* 34:44 9. Ron Burton 39:45 Results courtesy of Mary Jane Day
86. Della Rloux* 34:45 10. Tom Swan 40:20 Race Director
87. Brian Pelletier 35:06 11. Jim Holmbraker 40:25
88. Ralph McElwain 35:08 12. Bill Sayres 40:32 A A AAAAAAAAAA A A * A *
89. George LeBlanc 35:35 13. Kay Giglio 41:01
90. Dawn Peters 35:40 14. Mike Thomason 41:21 ROLAND DYER-SENTINEL CLASSIC
91. Teddy Maynard 35:43 15. Russell Martin 42:01 Winslow 5 Miles Sep 13th
92. Brian McBrearity 36:01 16. Ken Sylvester 42:09
93. John O’Dea 36:11 17. David Comeau 42:12
94. Jeff Cyr 36:20 18. Byron Cook 42:34 1. Todd Hews 28:19
95. Laurie Duprey* 36:41 19. Blanchard Hupper 42:38 2. Larry Deans 28:52
96. Bronwes Pierson* 36:42 20. Steve Swindells 42:41 3. Wendall Blood 29:50
97. Dawn Jepson* 36:46 21. Jo Comeau* 43:20 4. Eric McNett 30:45
98. Joanne Cyr* 36:54 22. William Johnson 43:27 5. Bryant Bourgoin 31:02
99. Dale Plourde 36:55 23. Marsha Giglio* 43:36 6. Glen Joseph 31:04
100. Robert McElwain 37:39 24. Ed Atlee 44:17 7. Peter Lessard 31:25
101. Don Lacos 38: 25. Lona Wright* 45:01 8. John Wescott 31:28
102. Richard Hartford Sr. 39:03 26. Roger Putnam • 45:09 9. WarTen Dean 31:30
103. Kevin Mandswell 39:36 27. John Schwerdel 45:25 10. Jerry Allanach 31:53
104. Jim Humphrey 39:46 28. Wendy Sayres* 45:52 11. Fred Judkins 32:03
105. Richard Blachistone 39:48 29. Andrew MacGillivary 47:10 12. Gary Blaschka 32:33
106. Jain Dunlap* 40:34 30. Robert Bolich 47:16 13. Darrell Vlgue 32:46
107. Reg Guerrette 41:17 31. Walter Taylor 47:32 14. Doug MacDonald 33:15
108. Richard Hartford Jr. 41:25 32. Eric Dee 47:39 15. Martin McAleer 33:17
109. Arthur Savoie 41:26 33. Betsy Bowen* 48:06 16. Dick MacDonald 34:11
110. Ron Shappell 42:02 34. Wesley Scrone 48:29 17. Mike Vlgue 34:27
111., Kath Delia* 42:27 35. James Chase 48:39 18. Karen McCann* 34:38
112., Linda McBrearity* 45:54 36. Marvon Hupper 49:06 19. Joseph Carter 34:51
113., Betty Deveau* 45:54 37. Robert Verrill 49:40 20. Billy Brazier 35:11
114., John McElwee 46:36 38. Byron Bennett 49:48 21. Harold Runyon 35:15
115., Jason Ackley 49:15 39. Susan DeBlois* 50:19 22. Blanchard Hupper 35:33
116., Roberta Walton* 54:40 40. Roger Lightbody 50:37 23. James Moore 36:02
117., Anita Duprey* 54:40 41. Ingrid Scott* 51:07 24. Dan Estabrook 37:26
42. James Chick 51:37 25. David Boynton 38:24
Results courtesy of Conrad Walton 43. Ken Armstrong 52:16 26. Neil Amalfltano 38:25
Race Director 44. Pat Luce* 52:32 27. Peter Joseph 38:26
45. Nancy Beward* 52:51 28. Don Abrams 38:57
* a AAAAAAAAAAA:fc A A A 46. Frank Stred 53:05 29. Tom Kahl 39:05
47. Gail Schade* 53:18 30. Tracy Jolicoeur* 40:13
N.A., I.A. COLLEGE CROSS-COUNTRY 48. James Smith 53:43 31. Wesley Scrone 40:19
St. Joseph’s North Windham 49. Gerald Hoff 55:48 32. Richard Holt 40:28
4.5 miles Sep 12th 50. Patience Crotzer* 57:43 33. Ralph Baldwin 40:28
34. Celeste Fortin* 40:35
Fun Run 35. Glenn Maheu 40:50
1. Hank Chipman UMPI 23:51 36. John Lafreniere 41:16
2. Chris Holt St. Joe 25:14 1. Greg Durgin 11:22 37. Susan Roberts* 41:31
3. Fergus Kenny St. Joe 25:16 2. Mike Berrier 11:53 38. Celine McDonald* 41:32
4. Keith Poulin St. Joe 25:18 3. David Fleury 13:01 39. Peter Scott 41:34
5. Jim Howard St. Joe 25:23 4. Mike Wright 13:20 40. Tim Cormier 41:53
6. John Howe St. Joe 26:38 5. Steve Burton 13:45 41. Terri Gousse 42:07
7. Pat Maguire St. Joe 26:38 6. David Keene 14:12 42. Goff French 42:15
8. Scott Estey UMPI 26:46 7. Stephen Spring 14:23 43. Rene Laliberty* 42:44
9. Paul Cisson LSC 26:53 8. Skip Bates 15:03 44. Karen Judkins* 42:54
10. John Connolly St. Joe 27:22 9. Ellen Spring* 15:19 45. Richard Sabol 42:54
11. Roland Pery Unity 27:23 10. Tim Keene 15:27 46. Kathleen Saufl* 43:33
12. Rick Riepl St. Joe 28:23 11. Robert Schmidt 15:28 47. Jim Mitchell 44:21
13. Dave Garland UMPI 28:06 12. Ryan Welch 15:58 48. Karen Hunter* 44:24
14. Mark Graham LSC 29:13 13. William Manduca 15:59 49. Pamela White* 45:09
15. Sandy Tejera UNITY 29:54 14. Paulette Sylvester* 16:03 50. Lyndon Barron 46:06
16. Jeff Carroll UMPI 30:03 15. Chris Atlee 16:23 51. Rick Gallagher 46:29
17. Dan Daley LSC 30:10 16. Richard Jenness 16:26 52. Sandra Paquette* 46:37
18. Greg Burr Unity 30:30 17. Eddie Rose 16:32 53. Rodney Ellis 46:43
19. Willis Steams LSC 30:42 18. Scott Colter 17:12 54. Betty Constantine* 47:26
55. Mike Wakefield 48:20 13. Duane Young 1 17 24 108. Andrew Seely 1 34 37
56. Keren Rancourt* 48:21 14. Waldron Babbldge 1 17 35 109. Cindy Lowry* 1 35 23
57. Marj Lalime* 50:01 15. 1 27 38 110. John Merchant 1 35 43
58. Carole Baldwin* 51:13 16. 1 17 39 111. David O’Connell 1 35 44
59. Mary Helen White* 52:02 17. Phil Stuart 1 17 45 112. Rae Donald 1 35 45
60. Luke Gagne 52:28 18. Doug Graves 1 17 57 113. Terry Cousins 1 35 52
61. Debora Richards* 52:41 19. John Leeming 1 18 02 114. John Johanssin 1 35 53
62. Linda Roberts* 52:41 20. Dan Cake 1 18 50 115. Roberta Sharp 1 36 12
63. Karen Dostie* 53:40 21. Eric White 1 20 04 116. Bruce Wombly 1 36 13
64. Norma Mitton* 53:53 22. Gary Dawson 1 20 09 117. Dale Nealey 1 36 14
65. Jeanne Couturier* 57:12 23. Hubbert McFadden 1 20 15 118. Mark Robinson 1 36 15
66. Barbara Hay 57:12 24. Sam Hamilton 1 20 17 119. Joan Sayres* 1 36 28
25. George Liming 1 20 49 120. Patty Jacobs* 1 36 31
Results courtesy of Gene Roy 26. Rick Lamoureau 1 21 03 121. Patricia Richard* 1 36 44
Race Director
**********
N.A.l.A. CROSS COUNTRY
Castine 5.5 Miles Sep 19th
27.
28.
30.
31.
32.
James Westphal 
Deke Talbot 
Bob Booker 
Norman Hawes
Gerald Ellis 
Loren Ritchie
20 122. Hyla Tracy 1
27 123. Robert Melvin 1
27 124. Craig Maker 1
49 125. Don Gray 1
50 126. George Bourgeois 1
56 127. Paul Marclnuk 1
33. Barry McLaughlin 1 22 03 128. Lona Wright* 1 37 17
34. Don Andrus 1 22 26 129. Virginia Wendrell* 1 37 31
1. Holt St. Joe 30:26 35. Gary Wright 1 22 38 130. Faye Gagnon* 1 37 43
2. Kenny St. Joe 30:55 36. Mike Daly 1 22 42 131. Beth Meiklejohn* 1 37 52
3. Howard St. Joe 31:08 37. David DeLois 1 22 54 132. Robert Day 1 38 13
4. Poulin St. Joe 31:22 38. Bob Duprey 1 23 01 133. Carol Meelwee 1 38 41
5. Foxwell MMA 31:34 39. Ray Ashenhurst 1 23 03 134. 1 38 55
6. Hagar MMA 31:52 40. Brian McCrea 1 22 42 135. Sharyn Kingma* 1 39 01
7. Howe St. Joe 31:55 41. Burt Haggett 1 23 50 136. Bob Nesiba 1 39 02
8. Legere MMA 32:11 42. Wm Curran 1 23 56 139. Richard Davis 1 39 04
9. Peterson MMA 33:40 43. Cliff Hatfield 1 22 16 138. Mary Ann Shick* 1 39 14
10. Maguire St. Joe 33:45 44. Dave Cota 1 24 40 139. Sandy Haggett* 1 39 40
11. Hlendenthal MMA 33:45 45. David Cunio 1 24 45 140. Paul Woodfin 1 40 17
12. Altnator MMA 34:12 46. Wm LoPotro 1 24 50 141. Dave Ouellette 1 40 42
13. Riepl St. Joe 35:11 47. Mike Worcester 1 24 58 142.^Robert Johnston 1 40 55
14. Perkins MMA 39:19 48. Fran Malneri 1 22 12 143. Dennis Andersen 1 40 55
15. Keohan St. Joe 39:47 49. Steve Jordan 1 25 12 144. Gordan Young 1 40 57
50. Vaughn Holyoke
Results courtesy of Brian Gillespie 51. Tom Swar.
St. Joe’s Coach 52. Steve Palley
53. Robin Emery*
* * *********** ***** 54. Larry Ricit
55. John Moncure
TIN--MAN TRIATHLON WINNERS 56. Fred Galli
Camden Sep 19th 57. Henry Williams
58. Mark Aalyson
59. Biff McGilpin
Men 60. Tom Lindsey
61. Clifford Olson
1. Albert Fereshetian 2:23:19 62. Tim Drury
2. Eric de Rivera 2:31:01 63. Richard Fisher
3. Skip Howard 2:32:20 64. John Salisbury
65. Joe Nolan
Women 66. Carl Little
67. Ray Cooper
1. Jerie Bugbee 2:50:18 68. Roger Wilson
2. Sarah Campbell 2:54:22 69. Jeff White
3. Janet Staley 3:02:52 70. Roland Moulin
71. Grace Amoroso*
1st Mid-coast finisher 72. Bill Conn
73. Wm. Sayers
Rob Smith 2:39:02 74. James Brown
75. John Joseph
Youngest & Oldest Man and Woman 76. Peter Gagnon
77. Bill Pinkham
Andy Phillips 15 3:13:00 78. Greg Everett
Greg Furey 49 3:37:25 79. Adam Berlew
Jerie Bugbee 34 80. George Fountas
81. David Belyea
Mid Pack & Last finisher 82. Ray Owen
83. Davis Snodgrass
Dan Seefarth 3:00:54 84. Bruce Suzik
Peter Brown 4:07:00 85. Carl Sanborn
86. Danny Pendergast
Complete results all finishers and 87. Gary Barrett
times next month. 88. Sentiel Rommel
89. Steve Rice
* * *********** ***** 90. Mike Bassi
91. Ronald Howes
4TH ANNUAL BAR HARBOR 13 MILER 92. Brian LaSalle
Bar Harbor Sep 19 93. John Shara
94. Gil Roderick
95. Diane Lounder*
1. Mike Gaige 1:09:28 96. Ken Sylvester
2. O.J. Logue III 1:11:39 97. Richard Higgins
3. Gary Allen 1:14:39 98. Stephen LaChance
4. Larry Deans 1:14:54 99. Susan Whitney*
5. Conrad Walton 1:15:03 100.
6. Bill Hine 1:15:04 101.
7. Larry Allen 1:15:07 102. Brenda Lopotro*
8. Dick Fournier 1:15:11 103. Dan Koch
9. 1:16:01 104. Frank Bedner
10. Steve Dexter 1:16:02 105. Peter Millano
11. Lee Fairbanks 1:17:08 106. Marsha Giglio*
12. Tom Foltz 1:17:22 107. Ray Giglio
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Petty Micheal 
Rent DesPain 
Mark Smith 
Howard Rot in 
John Hyde 
Edvard Grant 
Steve Trenholm 
Chadbourn Smith 
Barbara Godfrey 
Cliff Hetcher
Don Norwood 
Chris Everett 
Catherine Johnson* 
San Eliot 
Ron Hunter 
Janes Daigle 
Mary Wolff*
Leonard Mulligan 
Patrick White 
Revin Purcell 
Michelle Belyen* 
Paul Perron 
David Talley 
Martha McGilfin* 
Jeanette LaPlante* 
Mark Jinks 
James Gilbert 
Don White 
Stan Ronlns 
Harold Jones 
Sheryl Davis* 
Bettina Hinckley* 
Laura Baker*
Roann Dutch*
Jean Goldfine* 
Ayrele Ouellette 
Ralph Snyder 
Christine Tuttle 
Brian Buckley 
Martha Hobson* 
Louise Dunlop* 
Peter Relley 
Ren Hodson
Nancy Hilding 
Judy Trefethen* 
Gail Schade* 
Lorrsyne Carroll 
James Smith 
Peter Curran 
Doris Plummer 
Cliff Langweiler
McGlauflin
Joyce Goodie 
Terry Towne
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BENIAMIN’S
10,000meter
(6.213 miles) T.A.C. Certified
RCADRACE
Sunday
Nov 1,1981 
10am 
Bangor, Maine
Bruce Bickford
28:26 10K
Andy Palmer
47:52 10 miles
Joan Benoit
2:30 marathon
Judi St. Hilaire
33:15 10K
Jan Yerkes
2:39 marathon
others to be announced
Don’t Miss It - 500 Runners only
PEOPLE 
IN LOVE WITH 
THE RESEMJRANT 
BUSINESS
Lunch Try our Express Lunch 5 min. service guaranteed
Dinner Our varied menu features steak & seafood.
Happy Hour Our Attitude Readjustment period is from 4:00-6:30 daily with free shrimp.
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
SALESMEN'. Bring your business card to our hostess;
she has something special for you.
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Saturday night, October 31, 1981
5:00 p.m. - Dinner at Benjamin’s - Franklin St.
7:00 p.m. -11:00 p.m. - Prerace Hospitality Suite (see map)
11:00 p.m. til . . . Benjamin’s Tavern “unofficial Downeast Striders head-
quaters”, entertainment, a great time for spectators, officials 
and hardcore runners.
Sunday, November 1, 1981 
Race Day!
7:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. - Late race packet pickup at Abraham Lincoln School (see 
map). Also late registration if the field is not filled.
10:00 a.m. - Benjamin’s 10K
10:28 a.m. - 1st Finishes
10:32 a.m. - 1st woman finishes
11:00 a.m. - Press conference for first 3 men and women.
11:45 a.m. - Awards ceremony - Benjamin’s Tavern
12:00 noon - Refreshments and festivities in Benjamin’s Tavern
RACE DETAIIS
j
FEATURES
Date: Nov. 1, 1981 10:00 a.m. sharp
Distance: 10,000 meters (6.213 miles) T.A.C. Certified
Registration: By mail, if received NOT later than Oct. 26, 1981.
The first 500 will be accepted and will receive a confirmation card 
by return self-addressed stamped envelope. This card must be 
presented for packet pick up.
Late Registration: Will occur only if field isnotfilled by mail. 7-11 p.m., Oct. 31, 
1981 at the Hospitality Suite at 176 Broadway (see map) and from 
7:30-9:30 a.m., Nov. 1 at the Abraham Lincoln School (see map).
Entry Fee: $5 by mail, make checks payable to Benjamin’s 10K.
Late entry fee $6.
Course: Mostly flat residential streets winding through sections of historic 
homes, elm-lined parks and finishes by following the Kenduskeag 
Stream to Benjamin’s Tavern in Downtown Bangor. There are slight 
uphills at 2% miles, 5 miles and 5% miles, none are steep or long, (see 
course elevations on map)
Award Categories: Male and Female, 16 and under, 17-29,30-39,40-49,50-59, 
60+, team.
Start: Abraham Lincoln School, Forest Ave., Bangor (see map)
Finish: Benjamin’s Tavern, Downtown Bangor (see map) Distance start to 
finish is 1/2 mile.
Parking: Parking is most available in Downtown Bangor, an easy run or walk 
from the start or finish.
Tearn competition: All entrants competing for a team must register individual-
ly. All teams that wish to be considered for the championship must 
send a separate list of those team members on each team (A,B, 
Women, etc.) Minimum of 3 members per team, maximum of 6 per 
team. No post entries or substitutions for teams.
Lodging: Request for motel information should be directed to Bangor
Chamber of Commerce, Penobscot Plaza, Bangor, Maine 04401. 
(207) 947-0307.
Race Information: (207) 947-6880 evenings or Downeast Striders, 24 Parkview 
Ave., Bangor, Me. 04401.
Sponsors: Benjamin’s Tavern, Athletic Attic, Goldsmiths Sporting Goods, Bill 
Rodgers and Co., Bangor Motor Inn, Downeast Toyota, Hilton Inn, 
City of Bangor, T.D.C. Corp.
• Directed by Downeast Striders
• Chronomix electronic finish
• Digital display clock
• Water station at 5 kilometers
• Splits every mile
• Post race refreshments
• T-shirts to all entrants
• Accurate time/place for ALL runners.
• Showers available at Abraham 
Lincoln School
• The 1st T.A.C. certified in Maine
• Merchandise awards
“Run on over to Ben’s” 
Vtfe’ve got something 
special for you!
123 FRANKLIN STREET. BANGOR. MAINE 04401
This entry cannot be processed unlessyou sign yourapplication, includeyour 
entry fee and include a self-addressed stamped envelope.
Detach and Mail to Benjamin’s 10K, 24 Parkview Ave., Bangor, Me. 04401
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Please print
N ame__________________________ Add ress---------------------------------------------------
Age_________ Male - Female (circle one)
Team_____________________________ - (see special information inside)
Previous best 10K___________________ Expected time Nov. 1_______________
T-Shirt size: S M L XL (circle one)
In consideration of your accepting this entry, I, intending to be legally bound, 
hereby for myself, my heirs, executors and administrators, waive and release 
any and all rights and claims or damages I may have against any sponsor, tht^ 
representatives, successors, and assigns for any and all injuries suffered by 
me at said race or event.
Your Signature Parents signature (for runners under 18)
1st CONSUMERS
ANNUAL
GASPING GOBBLER
THANKSGIVING DAY ROAD RACE
10,000 METERS (6.2 MILES) AND 2 MILE ROAD RACE. 
GREAT FUN • GREAT PRIZES.
■■ Thursday, November 26, 1981
INIE" 10:00 a.m. Registration begins at 8:30 a.m.
PLACE: Augusta Civic Center. Augusta, Maine. 
(Race course maps available at registration booth.)? 
Showers and refreshments will be available to all..
FREE 1st Consumers sport socks to the first 
200 finishers.
Trophies and frozen turkeys will be awarded 
in the following categories:
First male.................. Second male ...
First female.............. Second female .
First male and female :
14 and under 19-29 40-49
15-18 30-39 50 and over
REGISTRATION:
$3.00 registration fee. Course Records:
Men, Gerry Clapper, Bucksport, Maine-32.06. (1979) 
Women, Margaret Clapper, Bucksport, Maine-42.26. (1979)
2 MILE ROAD RACE:
A special Two Mile Road Race will be featured for all 
non-racing entries. The registration for this event will 
be $3.00. The first 50 finishers will receive 
1st Consumers sport socks.
REGISTRATION: 1st Consumers Savings Bank Road Race - November 26, 1981
I
I
I
J
In consideration of 1st Consumers Savings Bank permit-
ting me to participate in the 1 st Consumers Road Race, I 
hereby for myself, my heirs, administrators and assigns 
waive and release any and all rights, and claims of any 
nature that I may have against 1st Consumers Savings 
Bank and any organization connected with this event, 
their representatives, successors and assigns for any 
and all injuries or damages of any nature which I may 
suffer while taking part in my activities connected with 
the event.
name_______________________________
address -------------------------------------------------
male____ female____
signature of participant________________________
if under 18, must be signed by parent or guardian
MAIL TO: KENT D. WINTERS
1st CONSUMERS SAVINGS BANK
235 WATER STREET
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04330
I
I
I
I
Member: FDIC
Sponsored by 1st Consumers Savings Bank in cooperation with Maine Road Ramblers and the Augusta Recreation Department.
For additional information please contact race directors Dave Jowdry (207) 622-7787 or Kent Winters (207) 622-4711 a .
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Trophies, gift certificates, and merchandize will he awarded to the 
top f> (five) men finishers and top 3^ (three) women finishers as well 
as to the first finishers in the following divisions for each race:
MEN WMEN
14 and under 18 and under
15-18 35-39 Prizes will he awarded
AGES: 35-39 40-49 after the Half marathon at
40-49 50 and over the Elks Lodge on Winthrop
50-59 Street.
60 and over
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VETERANS DAY ROAD RAGES
Augusta, Maine
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Scale
(226\
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Half-marathon is as challenging loop course on mostly rural paved roads, 
wheel measured at 13.109 miles. Water will he available at the 5 and 10' 
mile marks, (more if warm). Time splits at 1, 5, and 10 miles. 5K is wheel 
measured at 3.11 miles.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER Jl, 1981 HODGKINS SCHOOL 10:00 a.m.
Directions to Hodgkins school: from eastside rotary, turn right onto route 
105, Go 0.3 miles past Cony High School to the top of the hill and a Y inter-
section. Turn right and proceed 0.1 miles to first left, Malta Street. Turn 
left onto Malta Street and continue to Hodgkins school.
■yrtrce-eds hr hmttfvk llrifynerwiM Hiro.
jAmerican Heart 
'Association
WERE FIGHTING FORYOUR LIFE
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Wiscasset 4.5 Mile Veterans' Day ■ 
Road Race
3rd
AND 1.2 MILE "FUN RUN.
Sponsored By:
WISCASSET RECREATION 
DEPARTMENT.
DATE Sunday, November 8, 1981 - 1:00 P.M.
- (1.2 Mile "Fun Run” - 12 P.M.)
Start. £ Finish at WISCASSET HIGH SCHOOL, Rte. 27. 
(Restroom and Shower facilities available.).
A challenging, hilly, 4.5 mile, wheel-measured course. 
Features Scenic country roads and wooded cross-country 
trail. Finish on sparkling new Wiscasset H.S. Track,
DIVISIONS * Commemorative T-SHIRTS to the first 100 entries 
—in the mile run.
AWARDS: * "Fun Run" participants will receive ribbons
DIVISIONS: Male £ Female
WHERE
COURSE
K-
tt
R
K
Men’s Open ., 
Women’s Open
14 £ Under ..
15 - 18 ....
Team/Club: 
REGISTRATION 
& ENTRY FEE:
'5 person) Wiscasset Resident
1,2 19 -29 .... 1
1,2 30 - 39 .... 1
1 40 £ Over . . 1
1 M i del 1 e~of-Pack
$3.00. Post-registration - (10-12:30 P.M.) 
Day of Race. "Fun Run" - FREE!!
3), MileFEATURES Water stop (Mile 2), Splits (Mile 1
~ markers, Post-Race refreshments, Facilities, Posted
results, Indoor Awards ceremony.
*** MAIL ENTRY FORMS £ FEES To: Donald I. Brewer, Race Director 
Wiscasset Recreation Dept.
PAST WINNERS : Town Hall - Wiscasset, Me.
. ------- --  --  04578.
19 79 - Men: Dave Carlson. Women: Pat Sabine.
1980 - Men: Dave Carlson. Women: Denise Messier.
(25:36) (34:55)
lr’5
ENTRY FORM - WISCASSET 4.5 MILE VETERANS DAY ROAD RACE - Nov. 8, 1981
NAME AGE SEX TEL.
ADDRESS TOWN/CITY
TEAM/CLUB Race Entering: 4.5
T-Shirt Size:
SIGNATURE
M XL
"Fun Run"
In consideration of this entry being accepted, I, for myself, 
heirs, and assigns, waive and release any and all claims for per-
sonal damage I may have against the race sponsors and officials.
DATE
(Guardian/Parent, if Under 18)
" RUN FOR YOUR UFE"
ROAD RACE
10,000 METER (6.2 MILES) WHEEL MEASURED COURSE
Sponsors: WABK Shaw’s J.&SGas JOSE MOTORS n Motors””
T-SHIRTS FOR FIRST 100 APPLICANTS 
Date: Sunday - Nov. 1, 19 81 at 12:30 p.m.
Place: "Run For Your Life" Fitness Center, Old Granite Hill Rd., Manchester, Me. Registration at the Fitness Center in 
Manchester, 11:15-12:15 on race day or pre-registration, 
send to Run For Your Life, Box 94, Manchester Me. 04351.
REGISTRATION Pre-Registration Deadline - Oct. 26, 1981.
Pre-Registration Fee - $3.00. Race Day - $4.00 (for 10K race) 
$2.00 (2 mile Fun Run). For information call 622-9854.
Course:
Facilities:
Starts on Granite Hill at "Run For Your Life" in Manchester, 
out and back - turn around at Figoli1s Bowling Alley on 
Whitten Rd. One substantial hill. Splits at 1 mile and 
3.1 miles. One water stop.
Fun Run - out and back on Granite Hill Rd.
Showers available for all runners.
Awards: Certificates for all registered finishers.
Trophies for winners in each age category, male and female. 
Grab Bag Prizes - (save your entry number for drawing). 
Awards ceremonies at 2:15 p.m. inside the Run For Your 
Life Fitness Center.
Cold drinks and hot chowder for all runners.
Categories: Men & Women
19 and under 20-29
45-49
in each age bracket:
30-34 35-39 40-44
50-59 60 and over
Fastest combined times: Husband and Wife 
Father and Son 
Mother and Daughter
Name____
Address
Tel. No. - Area code_ 
Age Sex: M
10K - $3.00 
2M - $2.00 
Check one:
Make checks payable to: 
Run For Your Life, P.0. 
Manchester, Me. 04351
Box 94,
10K 2 mile
Parents Signature (if under 18)_
consideration of this entry being accepted, I have myself, my heirs and 
assigns hereby waive and release any rights and claims I may have against 
the sponsors of this race.
fan for feaa
SriChinrnoy 5.6 J^ile fun
coni/nemorailtLa the 36 tfi a.nniversa.ru of 
the United JVa.tio/v^
Sat. Oct, Zf 1981 Sam, Jlrunswick,, fftine
Course if fort ajidfast. tzact Location czuaiLMe on request. 
Service*'Spiffs arid aid each mile. dree jpost-race refresfvncnfs. 
Categories *. ff> & under, lt~Z9 y <3O~39 , 4O~49 , SO & over 
SrvLr$efee‘. fiff proceeds to HfflCLd
&tUr by phone. 713-58Z5
Send SfS8 to'. or catt 723-58Z5
297 Center Street 
ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL 
Bangor, Maine 04401DATE : Saturday, October 17, 1981
WHERE : ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL (Parking Lot) 
297 Center Street 
Bangor, Maine 04401
DISTANCE : 5 Kilometers (3.1 miles)
TIME : 10:00 A.M.
ENTRY FEE: $2.50 Registration Fee-Payable with registration 
$4.50 Registration Fee with T-Shirts 
Make Checks Payable To: St. Joseph Hospital
c/o Community Relations Department
PRE-REGISTRATION & REGISTRATION: 9:00 A.M.
T-SHIRT TO THE FIRST 100 ENTRANTS
RIBBONS WILL BE AWARDED IN THE FOLLOWING DIVISIONS:
1st - 3rd Men's Open 1st - 3rd Boys & Girls (lO&under)
1st - 3rd Women's Open 1st - 3rd Boys (11 to 14)
1st - 3rd Men's Master's Over 40 1st - 3rd Boys (15 to 18)
1st - 3rd Women's Master's Over 40 1st - 3rd Girls (11 to 14)
Youngest Finisher 1st - 3rd Girls (15 to 18)
Oldest Finisher 1st - 3rd St. Joseph Employee-Men
1st - 3rd it " " -Women
FEATURES: One Aid Station At Midway Point (Includes Time)
Finish Time
2£22®®d2_F£2l9_RL}D_Will_Go_To_The_peyelo£ment_Fund_
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
IN CONSIDERATION OF THIS ENTRY BEING ACCEPTED, I FOR MYSELF, MY HEIRS,
AND ASSIGNS HEREBY WAIVE AND RELEASE ANY AND ALL RIGHTS AND CLAIMS I 
MAY HAVE AGAINST THE SPONSORS OF THIS RACE.
NAME __________________________ ________  ADDRESS ___________________________  M___ F___
AGE _______  DIVISION ENTERING ___________________________________________________ ____
SIGNATURE _________ ______________________________  SIZE S M L
SIGNATURE OF PARENT OR GUARDIAN FOR THOSE UNDER 18
An Invitation to the
QUAKER
HILL
CHALLENGE
10 km Cross-Country/Road Race
Sponsored By
UNITY COLLEGE
ALSO TWO MILE FUN RUN
45 minutes via Rt 202 Bangor & Augusta, 30 minutes via Rt 139 Waterville 
Wheel measured
Sat., Oct. 10 at 9 A.M. at Unity College, Unity Maine
Registration closes 8:45 A.M. day of race
1980 Records Daniel Fishbein 34:02, Paula Kneel and 43:48
Run through scenic country side with finish in Unity Village
Changing room and showers in college gym
Water stops, splits
Day long festival of events: lunch immediately after race, major 
woodsman competition
Awards: First ten finishers free lunch
First three finishers in age groups male and female 
Mean runner
Last runner
Entry Fee: $2.00 Challenger Tee-shirt $4.00 {Proceeds to support Unity 
cross-country team) Make checks payable to Ed Raiola
Send entry fee to The Quaker Hill Challenge, c/o Unity College on Quaker 
Hill, Unity Maine, 04988
Race Directors Ed Raiola & Jerry Cinnamon 948-3131
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203. Joenne Cyr* 1:59:02 76. Mark McAleer 41:04 172., Gay Peterson* 53:18
204. Madeline Tomlin* 1:59:45 77. Albert Landry 41:06 173. Preston Powell 53:33
205. David Wetherell 2:00:25 78. Cleon Cook 41:13 174. Norman Keneborus 53:35
206. William Toller 2:03:40 79. Ketih Burton 41:14 175. John C. McDonough 53:35
207. Cheryl Prostak* 2:04:17 80. David Dowling 41:23 176., Sally Tardiff* 53:39
208. Richard Ball 2:04:18 81. Blanchard Hupper 41:26 177. Norma Eule 55:11
209. Tom Inzlnga 2:06:59 82. Bill Johnson 41:28 178. Louis Scolnlk 55:47
210. Nancy Schneider* 2:08:35 83. Gerard Allaire 41:29 179. Cathy Hazelton* 56:21
211. Olin Hayes 2:12:41 84. Rick Strout 41:31 180. Ron Roulllard 57:00
212. Susan Eastler* 2:14:27 85. Carlton Mendell 41:37 181., Penny West* 57:25
213. Sea Ouellette 2:38:12 86. James Robertson 41:46 182. Harold Fournier 57:30
87. Gerard Carey 41:50 183. Marianne Powell* 59:28
Result* courtesy of Dennis Jenkins 88. Ron Zorn 41:57 184. W.E. Lazette, Jr. 62:16
Race Director 89. Mike Worden 42:03 185. Bryan Toppan 64:10
90. A1 Miller 42:04
* * *********** * * * * * 91. Lloyd Cook 42:07 Results courtesy of Richard Strout
92. James Moore, Jr. 42:21 Race Director
THE PEOPLE’S BANK 10K ROAD RACE 93. Bailey Charles 42:25
Lewiston Sep 20th 94. Bruce Campbell 42:33 * * *** ******* *****
95. John Schwerdel 42:36
96. Joanne Cole* 42:38 THIRD ANNUAL SHRINE DAY i5 MILE RACE
1. Kim Wettlaufer (Record) 30:57 97. David Tiemann 42:58 Windsor Fair Sep 7th
2. 31:12 43:07
3. Jin Crawford 32:08 99. George Nadeau 43:09
4. Elvis Costello? 32:19 100. Richard Jewell 43:14 X* Dan Cake 27:28
5. Danny Paul 32:26 101. A1 Brunelle 43:16 2. Pete Lenardson 27:38
6. Ralph Pletcher 32:33 102. Don White 43:20 3. Todd Hews 27:46
7. Peter Brigham 32:41 103. Fred Beck 43:30 4. Rick Stuart 27:48
8. Werner Patchneger 32:56 104. Tom Hall 43:47 5. Doug Craib 28:11
9. Kevin McDonald 33:51 105. John DiComandrea 43:50 6. Brian Warren 28:16
10. Frank Hoelzle 33:57 106. Richard Campbell 43:52 7. Bob Hagoplan 28:39
11. Greg Parlin 34:08 107. Robert Carrier 43:53 8. Glen Joseph 29:32
12. Todd McGraw 34:51 108. Dan Asselin 43:58 9. Harold Fitch 29:46
13. Rusty Taylor 35:18 109. Jeanette Malone* 44:01 10. Don Andrus 30:05
14. Roger Foster 35:29 110. Joe Valecko 44:09 11. Dean Rasmussen 30:08
15. Sea Sleeper 35:36 111. Rudy Plummer 44:12 12. Martin Weiss 30:14
16. Bob Coughlin 35:41 112. Tom Mullen 44:14 13. Art Warren 30:18
17. Gil Cyr 35:47 113. Steve Mooney 44:18 14. George Liming 30:29
18. Robert Quentin 35:52 114. Mike Samers 44:23 15. Bob Nicholson 30:36
19. Gene Roy 35:53 115. Mike Fitzpatrick 44:27 16. David Madsen, Sr. 30:57
20. Bill Hlne 35:54 116. Albert Richard 44:30 17. Paul Rogers 30:59
21. Kevin Jenkins 35:56 117. Clough Toppan 44:41 18. Rodney Rowe 31:10
22. Doug Craib 36:02 118. David Peck 44:44 15. Robert Melvin 31:39
23. Lou Morin 36:09 119. Sean Day 44:50 20. Bill Johnson 31:46
24. Gino Valerianl 36:25 120. Martin Desmarais 44:56 21. Ron Paquette 32:21
25. Edwin Sprague 36:35 121. Tom Noonan 45:14 22. Ray French 32:22
26. Gary Weber 36:42 122. John Daly 45:16 23. Ken Sylvester 32:33
i » . 9 WjOfii v>roteau JO • JO UVIUA RlUUC •WJi X/ z*. Steve awxnaexxs jx :37
28. Seamus O’Sullivan 37:03 124. Steve Hochstadt 45:37 25. Rick Strout 32:39
29. John Kelsey 37:10 125. Norman Oucher 45:42 26. Jeannie Lewis* 32:40
30. Chase Pray 37:23 126. John Cole 45:50 27. Russell Martin 32:42
31. Peter Connolly 37:27 127. Paul Thibeault 45:55 28. Larry Walden 32:50
32. Robert Payne 37:32 128. Scott Smith 46:02 29. Bethany Heslam* 33:00
33. Patrick Connell 37:34 129. Gregory Allen 46:03 30. Gary Barrett 33:29 .
34. Warren Dean 37:35 130. Jerry Carrier 46:08 31. John Boyne 34:04
35. Peter Hanson 37:37 131. John Ouellette 46:12 32. Dave Gugan 34:20
36. Guy Terthiauine 37:44 132. George Wood 46:14 33. Joanie Rhoda 34:24
37. Bob Sylvia 38:02 133. Kelly Bennett 46:14 34. Dave Hanzlk 34:25
38. Erich Reed 38:02 134. Bud Cherry 46:25 35. Don Brewer 34:27
39. Greg McLaughlin 38:05 135. Paul D'Ambolse 46:30 36. Lona Wright* 34:41
40. Roger Zimmerman 38:10 136. Wesley Scrone 46:44 37. David Sargent 34:52
41. Jerry Bodmer 38:11 137. Steve Barnes 46:59 38. Phil Boyne 35:12
42. Pete Bostow 38:15 138. Matt Probert 47:04 39. Tim Fitch 35:36
43. David Smith 38:16 139. Charles Brobert 47:05 40. R. Fowler 35:44
44. Mike Simoneau 38:28 140. Nell Cronkite 47:10 41. Steve Bart 36:09
45. Karl Bonner 38:29 141. Charles Ouellette 47:11 42. Peter Heslam 36:10
46. Jaimey Caron 38:29 142. Rosalyn Randall* 47:16 43. Mike Wright 36:12
47. Randy Phillips 38:39 143. Ralph Baldwin 47:22 44. Dick Cummings 37:07
48. Ben Venskus 38:44 144. Chris Goodwin 47:28 45. John Houllahan 37:08
49. Martin Donlon 38:46 145. John D. Hyde 47:30 46. Jack Paul 37:24
50. Ron Burton 38:47 146. Bonnie MacMillan* 47:33 47. Ron Lewi8 38:19
51. Brian Warner 38:47 147. Ron Boutin 47:37 48. Jennifer Beaulieu* 38:26
52. Dick Sabine 38:48 148. Shirley Packard* 47:49 49. Donnajean Pohlman* 38:38
53. Chris Miller 38:49 149. Ken Casey, Jr. 48:18 50. Bonnie MacMlllanl 39:01
54. Merle Hartford 38:53 150. Judy True* 48:32 51. Jeannie MacMillan 40:50
55. Kim Beaulieu* 38:57 151. Roger Lightbody 48:40 52. James Mitchell 41:31
56. Paul Caron 39:02 152. Richard Sabol 48:43 53. Jim Whiting 42:31
57. William Hyde 39:07 153. Goff Miller 48:47 54. Susan Capen* 42:32
58. Tom Carll 39:10 154. Eric Dee 49:11 55. Ellen Spring* 43:04
59. John Fischer 39:23 155. Cecile LaPlante* 49:26 56. Bruce Clark 44:36
60. Herb Strom 39:30 156. John Vachon 49:41 57. Larry Oberlander 45:16
61. Larry Walden 39:36 157. Maureen D’Ambolse* 49:42 58. Carole Rowell* 48:58
62. Frank Knight 39:41 158. Ingrid Scott* 50:20 59. Perry Barnard 50:59
63. Gary Paquevte 39:46 159. David Allen 50:23 60. Alan Clark 57:60
64. Andrew Hodgkin 39:52 160. Murielle Therriault* 50:28 61. Racheal Oberlander*
65. Mike Miller 39:56 161. Joe Bennett 50:34
66. Kevin D'Ambolse 39:56 162. Bertrand Gendron 51:16 Results from the Maine Road Rambler
67. Rick Lynch 40:00 163. Veronica Knight* 51:22 Newsletter
68. Roland Moulin 40:07 164. Kimberley Mendall* 51:45
69. Robert Tanskl 40:14 165. Lynne Zimmerman* 51:58
70. Bobby Sprague 40:34 166. Steve Burton 52:11
71. Larry Frank 40:38 167. Kenneth Armstrong 52:16
72. Robert Russell 40:43 168. Don Spear 52:21
73. Carolyn Court* 40:47 169. Yvette Knight* 52:22
74. Russell Martin 40:50 170. Mike Kay 52:32
75. Bob Hazzard 40:55 171. Mark Cabelin 52:35
Uppers: Nylon mesh/velour.
Sole: Rubber. Trefoil Design.
EVA wedge with shock-absorbing net. 
Three-part spiler sole extension.
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AUBURN MALL 
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